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BANK DISPLAY: Mrs. Chad (Betty) Stewart, 1207 Dogwood Drive, peruses to admire the warbler prints and other
works of West Virginia artist Don Whitlatch on display through Nov. 27 at the ijank of Murrp.,Vsliitlatch, a
_ wideiy-tecognized wildlife artist_has given the university 1(0 of the Iwo-picture sets of the wartiler'arints to sell
with the proceeds to be used for the maintenance offts-Murphy Pond wildlife sant tuary. The latest of his Many
works, one picture shows a pair of Kentucky warblers in a chestnut oak at Murphy Pond. The other pictures a
pair of Canada warblers in a sassafras tree neAriake Barkley. Order forms for the prints, which sell for S40 per
set, unframed, are with the display.
Carroll To Delay Opening Of
Session To After Thanksgiving
By BILL BERGSTROM
" Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov.
Julian Carroll probably will delay
opening the special General Assembly
session until the Tuesday or Wednesday
after Thanksgiving so legislators will
not have to rush from their homes as
the holiday is ending, a spokesman
says.
Cabinet Secretary Jackson White had
said previously that Nov. 29 was the
expected starting date, but John
Nichols, Carroll's press secretary, said
Friday that that was "not a definite
date.
"It was a target date, and nothing
more. It's very likely, almost definite,
that the session will begin either
Tuesday the 30th or Wednesday, Dec.
1," Nichols said.
He said Carroll favors those days
because "beginning the session Mon-
day would start the legislators toward
Frankfort at the end of the holiday
period, and he doesn't want to do that."
Carroll traveled Friday to his home
in Paducah, where he$1anned to spend
much of the weekend in work sessions,
Nichols said.
"He will be conferring with staff
members, primarily with Jackson
- White, on items pertaining to the
special session," Nichols said.
The governor plans to issue his call
for the session, which will list the topics
to be considered, "Tuesday or Wed-
nesday, probably no later than noon
Wednesday," the press secretary
added.
Interim committees, meanwhile, are
continuing their work on legislation to
be considered at the session.
The Interim Joint Committee on
Judiciary — Courts met Friday to look
at proposals on the state's new district
court system, and the Interim Joint
Committee on -Labor and Industry
considered workmen's compensation 
Enactmentof laws to set ip the
district court system will be the
legislature's main job. The district
courts are to supplant the current
county, quarterly, police and
magistrate courts by January, 1978.
The judiciary-Courts committee
completed a review of legislation
originally proposed by the
Administrative Office of the Courts to
put the new system in operation.
Still unresolved, however, is the
number of district judges that will be
One Section — 14 Pages
6 Million Vet Clinic
Authorized By Board
required.
The judicial amendment provides for
elected district judges, who will be
lawyers, and also for trial corn-
„inissioners, who need not be lawyers.
The Supreme Court must define the
duties of trial commissioners. If they
are limited to (hair.% such as issuing
warrants, more district judges will be
needed to handle cases.
If the Supreme Court's recom-
mendations are completed early next
week, the interim committee may meet
again to consider them. Otherwise, the
matter will have to wait for actior.
during the session.
The Interim Labor and Industo
Committee went over .
mendations from a commission th,'
studied workmen's compensation, an
approved a proposal that would rais,
the percentage of a worker's week
wage on which benefits are based.
The committee, tabled a recor .-
mendation that the workmen's cor.-
pensation law be changed to modO
minimum levels of benefits fixed by a
state Supreme Court decision. Officials
have estimated that the decision setting
a minimum benefit level for all injuries
has raised workmen's compensation
rates about 19 per cent.
11 Bodies Removed From
Scotia Coal Co. Mine
OVEN FORK, Ky. (AP — Residents
of this mountain hamlet and
surrounding communities sighed a
collective gasp of relief Friday with the
removal of 11 bodies from the Scotia
Coal Co. mine. They immediately set
about preparing second burials for the
men, who have been dead since March.
As night fell on Big Black Mountain,
where the bodies have lain since a
second methane gas explosion in as
many days ripped through the mine on
March 11, a calm quiet engulfed the
families of the victims.
But the Letcher County residents who
were not directly affected by the
tragedy tried to put Friday behind
them.
At least a third of nearby
Whitesburg's 1,200 residents gathered
to cheer for the hometown team in a
regional high school football playoff.
While the fans cheered, friends of the
victims' families came calling with
food, strong shoulders and patient ears
in the best mountain tradition.
' At the Eolia home of James Sturgill,
one of the men whose body was brought
out of the mine earlier in the day, his
wife, Glenna, a son, Harvey, and a
Cloudy and Mild
Cloudy and mild with a slight chance'
df light rain Saturday. Hlghs in the low
50s. Cloudy and cold Saturd4 night.
Lows in the mid 20s. Cloudy and cold
Sunday with highs in the low 40s.
Outlook for Monday cloudy and cold.
daughter, Wanda Vail, took comfort in
the dozen friends who came to share the
grief and join the wake.
"Mom's holding up very well,” said
Harvey Sturgill. "The neighbors'
coming really makes things easier."
Sturgill, who viewed his father's body
and left the mine clutching James
Sturgill's hard hat containing the
miner's personal belongings, said he
had "no hard feelings" as his famiLy's
eight-month-long nightmare came to an
end. _
"Right now, it's time to finalize
things and then each of us can set out to
build a new life," Sturgill said.
However, Rep. Carl Perkins, D-Ky.,
was anxious not to let the federal
Mining Enforcement and Safety
Administration forget the twin
disasters.
Perkins circulated through the crowd
awaiting the return of the bodies, shook
hands with bereaved family members
and viewed the bodies.
At a news conference before he
departed, Perkins said MESA was to
blame for the deaths of the 11 men and
15 others who died two days earlier.
"Of course, I blame MESA for the
whole affair," Perkins said. He said the
first explosion should not have occurred
and that MESA should have shut down
the mine because of unsafe conditions.
Without mentioning any names, he
criticized federal safety officials for
allowing methane gas to build up in the
mine a second time and then sending
men back in the shaft.
Perkins said he felt the 11 bodies
could have been brought out much
sooner — within a week after the second
explosion -- had recovery crews used a
bore hole instead of reopening the
sealed mine.
Although a week-long moratorium
has been called on production at the
mine, a federal and state investigation
into the cause of the explosion begins
today. The investigation is expected to
take several months.
Oven Fork's long wait ended at high
noon. A bright sun shone Overhead as
some 100 friends and relatives leaned
against a wire fence near the mine
mouth.
The crowd watched in silence as the
mine cars — covered with bright yellow
sheets — brought the bodies out. Then.
a wave of emotion swept the crowd.
literally knocking the people back on
their heels.
Women screamed. Men cried The
moment they had all dreaded for eight
months had finally arrived.
The bodies wer placed on the floor of
a concrete machine shop across a gully
from where the onlookers waited A
small group of relatives was alio% ed to
view the remains.
Five of the bodies were taken to
nearby funeral homes. The others were
sent to Hazard to undergo autopsies at
the request of the faiiies.-who plan to
seek survivors' bl ck lung benefits
Because of the autopsies, rniin:.
families had not completed their
funeral plans.
At least six of the funerals have been
scheduled for Sunday in vanl-';`
cbmmunities.
•
A proposal to establish a $6 million
Vetejlnary. Medical and Teaching
Slime at Murray State University "to
/provide teaching, research, and public
service opportunities not now available
in Kentucky" was authorized by the
board of regents here Friday.
In--recommending the move, Dr.
Constantine W. Curris, Murray State
president, told the board the clinic will
-fill a critical void .. . and will serve as
a meaningful investment in the state's
livestock industry, which is the largest
and most neglected agricultural in-
dustry."
The 14-page proposal must now be
approved by the Kentuckx Council on
Public Higher EducatTon. Harry
Snyder, .e.xecutive __director_ of the
council., was quoted earlier this month
as saying that the council will consider
a recommendation in a Jan. 12, 1977,
meeting to construct a clinic in West
Kentucky. However, he did not
designate a specific site.
To cost an estimated $6,030,000 for
construction, equipment, land
acquisition, and site preparation, the
proposed clinic will contain ap-
proximately 700,000 square feet of
space. The annual operating budget is
estimated at $700,000 for salaries,
- research, supplies, and teaching and
equipment costs.
would:Accor ding to the proposal, the clinic
—Offer clinical training in large
animat or food animal medicine for a
maximum of 60 senior veterinary
students attending schools in other
states. -
-Improve the quality of veterinary
services through a program of con-
tinuing education opportunities for
practicing veterinarians.
- Provide applied research in animal
diseases by a staff of well-trained
specialists.
- Function as an animal hospital to
provide veterinarians and livestock
producers of. _West --Kentucky with
specialized referral services for
treatment not now available.
Curris said the clinic proposal follows
two years of careful study, visits to
veterinary colleges and clinics in six
states, and extensive consultation with
livestock producers and leaders-of the
veterinary profession.
"While the proposed clinic will not
solve all the problems of veterinary
medicine in the state," he noted, "it
opens the door to Kentucky's entering
into agreements with other states that
will . . . hopefully insure a sufficient
number of spaces for Kentuckians
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"veterinary : medicine."
The concept of veterinary clinics
affiliated with veterinary schools in
other states is a growing trend across
the country, according to the clinic
proposal. It states that Murray State
proposes to develop a clinic and provide
clinical training for students in schools
of veterinary medicine "in exchange
for increased, long-term commitments
for student spaces for Kentuckians in
these cooperating schools."
A bill introduced during the 1974
session of the Kentucky General
Assembly by State Sen. Pat McCuiston
(D-Pembroke) to establish a school of
veterinary medicine at Murray State at
an estimated cost of $30 million passed
the Senate and -died in ir House- corn-
mittee.
An Affirmative Action Compliance
Program was officially adopted by the
board as an enunciation of Murray
State's commitment to equal op-
portunity in all aspects of its
educational program and its em-
ployment policies and practices.
In effect for almost two years as an
administrative plan while in the
process of development, the program
defines goals and timetables for
minority hiring, outlines the respon-
sibilities of administrative officers, and
provides a mechanism for the internal
resolution of discrimination-related
grievances.
Reports show a 71 percent increase in
mipority employment during the past
year and a 22 percent increase in
minority enrollment from the fall
semeste- of 1975 to the current school
term.
In other action, the board:
—Named Dr. Jules V. Harcourt as js
chairman of the Department of
Business Education and Ad-
ministrative Management. He served
• two years as director of Murray State's
nationally recognized Center for
.Regional Services and was formerly.
associate dean of the College of
Business and Public Affairs.
—Approved an Associate of Science
degree program in Physical Therapy
Assisting. To be submitted to the
Kentucky Council on Public Higher
Education, the program would prepare
physical therapy -assistants for service
in hospitals, nursing homes, and
rehabilltattOti centeet-. - --
-Changed the name of the Depart-
ment of Physics and Astronomy to the
Department of Physics and Computer
Science to give greater visibility to the
rapidly growing major and minor
programs in computer science. No
major in astronomy is offered.
Received a report from Dr. Curris
that Dr. Hugh Oakley, dean of the
College of Industry and Technology will
retire June 30.
—Received a report from Dr. Curris
that the fall enrollment at Murray State
is the highest in history, with 8,350
students. Although the frestunan class
is the largest since 1966, the number of
full time students is still down by 70.
The rise in total enrollment was at-
tributed to a growing number of senior
citizens attending school under a new





government statistics show that the
inflation rate is cooling off while
business spending is picking up —
factors that could make it harder for
Jimmy Carter to decide whether a tax
cut is needed to stimulate the economy.
At the same time, the Federal
Reserve Board took a small step on its
own Friday that may stimulate the
economy. The Fed lowered the discount
rate it charges member banks to 5.25
per cent from 5.5 per cent.
The Fed also annaunced a major
revision in its estimate of the nation's
masufacturing plant capacity. It said
that new data showed plants operating
at 80.9-per cent of capacity in the third
quarter of this year, instead of the 73.6
per cent previously estimated.
As a result, there was less room- for
economic expansion without renewed
inflationary pressures, board member
Henry C. Wallich told the Senate
Banking Committee.
The news on the inflation front was
good: consumer prices rose only three-
tenths of 1 per cent in October, the
smallest advance in seven months, the
Labor Department announced.
The Commerce Department reported
that a surge in business spending in
October was responsible for the first
increase in four months in new orders
for durable goods.
The latest news brightens the
economic picture after several weeks in
which most major economic indicators
— industrial production, retail sales
and over-all economic performance for
the fall quarter — have shown little sign
of any strong growth in the economy.
Carter has said a tax cut is a strong
possibility if the economy remains
stagnant when he takes office in
January.
Federal Reserve tioard Chairman
Arthur Burns has cautioned the in-
coming Democrats against the dangers
of inflation that might ensue if the
- economy were overstimulated.
The Labor Department said that real
'spendable earnings the amount left
after taxes and adjusted for inflation -
grew five-tenths of 1 per cent in
October. However, real earnings were
down four-tenths per cent over the year
because of higher taxes.
Consumer spending has slowed down
(See Economy, Page 141
Royal Lipizzan Stallions To
Appear At University Nov. 30
The Royal Lipizzan Stallions of
Austria, which will appear at Murray
State University Nov. 30, represent the
American revival of an almost lost
art—that of srhooling and training of
horses in the development of their
capabilities.
Thirty of the stallions, considered to
be the rarest, most aristocratic breed or
horses in the world, will appear at the
university's Livestock Show and
Exposition Center on College Farm
Road in a program beginning at 7:30
.p.m.
Producer and director of the
production is Col. O. J. Herrmann."Now
66, he was only eight years old when he
was awarded his first honor in hor-
semanship, a gold medal pinned on his
chest by Emperor Franz Josef, last of
the Hapsburgs.
Members of the Herrmann family
had trained 'and ridden Lipizzan
' stallions for the Royal House of Hap-
sburg for, six generations—nearly 300
years—and the eight-year-old boy,
Ottomar, has been joined by two sub'
Sequent generations of equestrian
ballet artists.
Near the end of World War II, the
stallions were rescued from the ad-
vancing Russians and given shelter by
U. S. Gen. George S. Patton. This story
has been dramatically told in the Walt
Disney film, "Miracle of the White
Stallions."
Today, the Herrrnanns breed and
train their stallions on a ranch near
Sarasota. Fla. Although only 30 of the
animals tour the country with the
Hemnanns in three large vans, there
are 60 on the ranch normally. After Jan
1 each year, the ranch Ls open to the
public at 10:30 a.m. each Saturday for
visitors to watch as the horses are put
through their training routines.
Appearing._ with the famed Herr-
manns at Murray will be Wolfgang
Wilhelm Dellefont, formerly a riding
instructor with the Spanish Riding
School of Vienna and who appeared in
"Miracle of the White Stallions" as
second rider to the late star Robert
Taylor.
The horsemanship he and the
Hetrmanns and the white stallioa. will
perform reflects the ages-old high art of
schooling horses. Long after it was no
longer used ip war, the art of "haute
ecole," advanced horsemanship,
became -the mark of nobility. Riding
schools were founded to teach young
nobles and their horses.
Today', with war waged by horsemen
a thing of the past, the great leaps and
plunges. are strictly for aesthetic
beauty, and the Lipizzans are called the
ballet dancers of the horse world.
The greatest of the war-like leaps of
the stallions is the "capriole," in which
the horse leaps from all four feet, and,
at the peak of elevation, kicks violently
with hig hind legs Known as "airs
.• above the ground," other performances
include the courbette, the croupade, the
piaffe, pirouette and the levade. tor
Alio In the company of riders will be
three women members of the Herr-
mann family, the only women in the
world to perform with the horses.
Tickets to the Lipizzan presentation
at Murray State are $5.50 each and are
being sold only at the door on thenight
of the performance
:-•
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Down Concord if
Praise Brightens Day Of Writer
By Estelle Spiceland
November 1, 1976
Proverbs 15:23 says, "A
word spoken in due season,
how good is it." . a:
Today the sky was overcast
and it seemed the sun would
never shine. But twice, people,
strangers to me, called to tell
me how they had enjoyed my
letters to the paper through
the years.
How a little praise
brightened my day!
I can understand how Otis
Lovins, living alone on his hill,
enjoyed being a substitute
teacher to keep in touch with
people.
My writing to my unseen
readers has been a great
pleasure to me, and I have
been able to visit in more
homes and in more different
locations, through my column,
than I ever would have
otherwise.
So my hobby, writing, was a
selfish one. If I have brought
comfort to anyone, I am glad.




Mrs. Minnie Dunn lived 95
useful years. All these dear
aged people leave footprints
on the sands of time. "Foot-
prints that perhaps another,
Sailing o'er lifes solemn main,
A forlorn and shipwrecked
brother, Seeing, shall take
heart again."
Mrs. Nell McClure Smith
has announced that on
Thanksgiving afternoon at
1:30 p.m. the McClure reunion
will be at the Community
room of the new North Branch
lIrs. Rogers Gives Lesson, .1leet
Of Suburban Club,
The Suburban Homemakers
Club met Nov. 8 at 7:30 p. m.
in the home of Mrs. Harry
Russel with the president,
Mrs. Holmes Dunn, presiding.
Mrs. Robert Hendon gave
the devotion with the thought
being "Prayer." The minutes
and treasurer's report were
read by Mrs. Prentice Dunn.
Mrs-. - Lenitr- -Rogers
presented the main lesson on
"Crock Pot Cooking," and
discussed S'ome favorite
recipes. She brought some
banana nut bread which she
had baked in a crock pot.
Mrs. Roy Hancock
demonstrated the art of sand
painting and Mrs. Leon
Adams discussed the land-
scape notes and pointed out
that many house plants are
poisonous, especially for
children.
Those present and not
Russel Home
previously mentioned were,
Mrs. Learon McGary, Mrs.
Clyde Miller, Mrs. Jack
Wilson- and one visitor, Mrs.
Ed Chrisman.
Mrs. Russel and the co-
hostess, Mrs. Jack Wilson,
served refreshments of pie,
coffee and cokes at the close of
the meeting.
The next Meeting will be rl
family Christmas Dinner at
the Grecian Steak House on
Saturday, December 18, at
6:30 p.m.
Eggnog should not stand at
room temperature for any
length of time. Freeze some of
it in the form of ice cubes or in
a ring mold to add to pitcher
or punch bowl. The eggnog
will keep cold without being
diluted.
Spoke & Pedal Dixieland CenterChestnut Street
3-5-10 Speed & Moto-Cross likes
Christmas Lay-Away
We'll Stare Toes Pordosse
Doti odium
•Coayloto Ws of Ports
a Accessories





1505 Stadium View Drive
Murray, Kentucky
Ph. 753-7109
Editor, La Verne Tapp
We want to say "Welcome" to our steadily
growing family. They are Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Lamm, Mr. Willie Coursey and Mrs. Telsa Peck.
Happy Birthday to our November
residents they are Luther Swift, Ruth
Lassiter, Clarence Vinson and Bill Shelton.
We v. ant to wish a "Speedy re«)very- to Mr
Perr‘ I arris and lank. Farris who are patients a! the
Murray Calloway (minty Hospital.
On Friday, Nor. 13th our residents were en-
tertained by Minns Baker and his hand from Renton
Mrs. (leaver also helped out with the singing and
everyone enjoyed the evening. Thank you gen-
tlemen!
Residents enjoyed the snow we had Sunday and
our faithful Carl Ray, after cleaning off the walks
built a snowman in the front lawn for the residents
to enjoy.
Horse Sense: A horse can't pull while kicking, this
fact I mearly mention, and he can't kick without
pulling, which is my chief contention.
lets imitate the good old horses and lead a life
thats Witting. lust pull our honegfload, and then
there'll be no time for kicking.
Common Sense: At Fern Terrace our employees
are "good old horses" that "pull their load" and
confirM "my chief contention" that the hest place
on earth to "lead p life thats fitting" is to avail your-
self to Fern Terrace lodge attention. - 4,
( all us now for all details on how you can Alin our
happy home where friends are waiting to help you
lead a life that', fitting."
of the Peoples Bank at North
12th and Chestnut Streets.
Many people went to the
Great Smoky Mountains in
time to see the beautiful
scenery before the frost, but
the old hills of home had a
charm of their own for others,
including me.
Mr. and Mrs. Oury Lovins
visited Chattanooga and at-
tended Rev. Lee Robertson's
church services.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Spiceland, accompanied by
Mrs. Cornelia Spiceland Kirks
of Fort Worth, spent a
weekend visiting relatives in
Dearborn, Mich.
Concord Corner is recently
the home of a young couple,
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Clark of
Toledo, Ohio. Mrs. Clark is
employed at Murray Hospital.
Mr. Clark is the grandson of J.
H. Shackelford, accountant in
Murray.
Mrs. Thelma Parker and I,
and perhaps others, ap-
preciated November 7th birth-
days being celebrated with the
movie, "Gone With The
Wind," being shown on
television.
We are glad that some
former hospital patients, Guy
Lovins, our hilltop neighbors,
Mrs. Gardie Jones and Mrs.
John Creech, also Mrs.
Warren Patterson,_ and
perhaps others, are back
home now. .,
Informal visiting in homes,
without notice, is almost a
thing of the past, so neighbors
are strangers.
One unsung hero in our
vicinity is Loman Bailey who
is housekeeper, cook, and
nurse at his home, where his
wife is a helpless invalid.
By the time this is printed
voting should be over. If all
candidates keep their





Geraldine Baker and baby
girl, Route 1, Dexter, Deborah
Asi and baby boy, Route 7,
Murray, Nancy Brittain and4
baby girl, Route 3, Murray,
and Sherma Scott and' baby
girl, 206 Macedonia, Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Joseph P. Willett, II, R.R. 1
Box 272, Murray, Mrs. Emma
Edwards, R. R. 1, Almo,
Larry G. Robinson, R. R. 6,
Murray, Jerry L. Hart, R. R. 5
Box 2315 Forrest Rd., Murray,
Mrs. Mildred R. Myers, R. R.
4, Murray, Clayton W. Adams,
602 Vine St., Murray, Mrs.
Gladys C. Finney, R. R. 3,
Benton, Mrs. Winona S.
Tucker, R. R. 1, Kirksey, Mrs.
Rhonda S. Green and Baby
Girl, R. R. 1, Hardin, Ms.
Penny S. Farmer, Dougherty
Trailer Ct., Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Dorothy L. Baker, R. R. 3 Box
276, Murray, Ms. Sandra J.
Armstrong, R. R. 3, Mayfield,
Mrs. Karen J. Allbright, 415
Gardner St., Mayfield, Mrs.
Alma 0. King, R. R. 4,
Murray, Mrs. Nancy C.
Harrison and Baby Boy, R. R.
2, Wingo, Harold R. Smith, R.
R. 5, Box 1025, Murray, Mrs.
Annie M. Stalls, R. R. 2, Hazel,
Ms. Euna M. York, R. R. 1,
Murray, Ms. Rudy L.
Allbritten, General Delivery,
Puryear, John T. Hendon, R.
R. 5, Murray, Marvin 0. Page,
501 S. 19th St., Murray, Mrs.
Dixie M. Wells (expired), R.
R. 6, Box 59A, Murray.
In Czechoslovakia a gir
tells her fortune by putting
a cherry twig in water on
Dec. 4. If it blossoms before
Christmas Eve, she will marry
sometime that year, World
Book Encyclopedia explains.
Alanv French families now
serve an American specialty:
grated raw carrot salad. The
French dress" the salad with
lemon juice or an oil-and-vine-
gar mixture instead of using






supper will be served starting
at 10:30 a. m. at the Hazel
Community Center by the
Willing Worker,s.Club.
Saturday, November 20
Christmas bazaar by Xi
Alpha Delta Chapter will
continue at the Community
Room, Federal Savings and
Loan, from nine a. m. to noon.
Alpha Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have its
noon luncheon at the club
house at noon with Dr. Bill
Whit taker as speaker.
Media Appreciation Day at
Murray State will start at 9:30
a. m. in Room 206, Stewart
Stadium.
Saturday, November 20
Woodmen of the World
Hazel Camp 138 and Hazel
Grove 869 will have its annual
family night meeting at the
Hazel Community Center at
6:30 p. m. All members are
invited and all food will be
furnished by the units.
Sunday, November 21
Open house will be held
from 2:30 to five p. m. at the
home of Dr. and Mrs. Bill
Whittaker, 906 Doran Road.
Recital of Jane Syers,
Square dancing with Euel
Bray as caller and round
dancing will be held at the'
Woodmen of the World HalLat
7:30p.m.
Benefit supper will be
served at 6:30 p. m. at the
Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church. Gospel
singing will follow the supper.
Sunday, November 21
Last of free diabetes
detection clinics will be at
Roses and Big K Department
Stores from two to four p. m.
Dr. Jack Rose will discuss
the possibility of instituting a
football program in the
Calloway County School
System at a meeting, spon-
sored by the Calloway Count!,
Athletic Booster Club, at.
Southwest Elementary School
at two p.m.
• Sturgis, piano, will be at two p.
m: at the Farrell Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Open house for all members
and their families will be held
at the new lodge building of
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. & A.
M. from two to five p. m. The
new lodge is located about two
miles from Murray on High-
way 121, Coldwater Road.
Sunday, November 21
Union Thanksgiving service
of area churches will be held
at Kirksey United Methodist
Church at seven p. m. Offering




Discussion Group will meet at
Calloway County Public
Library at seven p.m.
Chapter M of PEO will have
its annual silent auction at
7:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
John Quertermous. Note
change in date and time.
Elm Grove Baptist Churn
Women with husbands or
guests will meet at 6:30 p.m.
at the church with Kitty
Keaton as speaker. A potluck
supper will be served.
Southwest Elementary
School will have open house
from seven to eight p.m. with
the PTC to meet at eight p.m.
Creative Arts Department.
Murray Woman's Club, will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the club
house for the workshop on
Copper Enameling" by Eva
Hopkins.
Open house will be held at
the Early Childhood
Education Center.at Murray
State University from 3:30 to
5:30 p.m.
Tau Phi Lattzb(111..Sororitv Group
Has .1Ieet, llorte lIrs. indru.s
The regular meeting of Tau
Phi Lambda Sorority,
Omicron Alpha Chapter,
Woodmen of the World was
held Oct. 26, in the home of
Martha Andrus %kith Sandra
Henry serving as co-hostess.
The vice-president, Carol
McDougal, presided The roll
was called by the secretary,
Nana Lyons with 11 members
present.
Reports were made on the
Halloween Party held for the
Rangers and ftangerettes with
74 members attending, and
that Family Night will be held
Dec. 2 at 6:30 p. m. at the
Woodmen of the World Hall
sitth the meal being catered.
The Rangers and
Rangerettes will have a pizza
party for their November
meeting. Members of the
sorority will help serve pizza
and cokes.
The nominating committee
for officers was selected with
Martha Andrus as Chair-
person, Diana Lyons, Glenda
Smith and Carol McDougal as
members.
The sorority will have a
Rush Party to be held
November 21 at two p. m. This
committee is composed of
Carol McDougal, Martha
Andrus and Sandra Henry.
The annual Christmas
Dinner for the sorority
members will be held
December 13 at 6 p. m. at the
home of Diana Lyons. Each
member is asked to bring
their favorite dish or dishes.
Loretta Jobs took the gifts
collected by sorority members
to Western State Hospital.
The next meeting will be
held Nov. 23 in the home of
Peggy Shoemaker, 1218







Ann Spann, Donna Garland,
Jeanie Lamb, Ernestine
Garland, and Diana Lyons.
Iluglne G. Lawson Speaks it
liming it The lIttrulav Home
Dr. Iltighie G. 1,:i‘1quil of the
history tment of Murray
State spoke at the
!pectin!! of the Captain
Wendell Dory ( 'liaptei. of the
1);iiichters of the Aii)ci
Itevoliitinn,held at the home of
Mrs I1Ny Mtinday
The speaker spola* on the
"Background of the
Revolution" listing the causes
that led to the revolution He
explained the Stamp Tax and
the Stamp Act that was one of
the leading causes of the
revolution and caused the
Sons of Liberty To ,show their
opposition all over the
country. He said the stamp act
was too exorbitant which
caused the American Colonies
to join together to fight the
stamp act. Dr. Lawson said
this was the first time that
Virginia and the southern
colonies had joined with the
New England Colonies.
Mrs. John Livesay, regent,
presided, Mrs. Max Hurt,
chaplain, - led in the DAR
ritual, and Mrs. John Nance
gave the financial report.
Also present were Mrs. E. S.
Diuguid, Mrs: Estel
Morehead, Mrs. James W.
Hammack, Miss Maude






First to combine solid state elec-
tronics, professional expertise and acid
pH chemistry for perfect perming
every time.








Eptrx es Dec 18 1976 „loos
Recovery, Inc., will meet at fe
First Presbyterian Church,
16th and Main Streets, at 7:30
p.171.
Robertson School PTA will
meet from eight to nine p.m.
Tuesday, November 23
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a. m. at the
Dexter Center.
Tau Phi Lambda sorority
will meet at the home of
Peggy Shoemaker at seven p.
m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Church at seven p.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at twelve noon at the
Triangle Restanrant.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
for senior citizens activities.
Wednesday, November 2/1
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center at one p. m.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30p.m.
Activities for senior citizens
at North Second Street Center
will be cancelled due to the
meal being served.
Thursday, November 25
McClure Reunion will be at
Community Room, North
Branch, Peoples Bank, at 1:30
p. m.
Community Thanksgiving
service will be at St. Leo's
Catholic Church at ten a. m.
Church of Christ, Scientist,
will have special
Thanksgiving services at




NEW YORK I AP) - The die-
ter can have the drumstick this
Thanksgiving, according to the
Diet Workshop's Nutritional
consultant, Dr. Morton B.
Glenn.
Dark meat turkey has only
7.5 more calories per ounce than
white meat he says.
LIBRARY NOTES
Fria Alerts* hsvetitin
New books at the Calloway
County Public Library include
the following:
HOW TO BUILD FENCES,
GATES & WALLS, by Stanley
Schuler. Macmillan
An illustrated how-to-book
on these three subjects.
HOW IT WAS, by Mary W.
Hemingway. Knopf.
The woman who - was
married to Ernest
Hemingway for 15 years
writes the whole story of her
life, and of their life together.
THE YEAR THE LIGHTS
CAME ON, by Terry Kay.
Houghton.
Caught between laughter
and tears, we become in-
volved with the people of a
small Southern town and the
time after the Second World
War.
WEDNESDAY THE RABBI
GOT WET, by Harry
Kemehnan. Morrow.
This time Rabbi David
Small becomes involved in the
mysterious death of an old
man with many enetnies;•but
finding the solution to a
puzzling death is not the only




Within the imposing walls of
a mansion high in the
Colorado Rockies Jenifer
Trent has returned to claim an
unexpected legacy.
THE HEART IS HALF A
PROPHET, by Ruth Gold-
stein. Macmillan
A new writer makes her
appearance with this story of
growing up. This is a portrait
of a marriage and of a family
torn apart by a father's
passion and his devotion to the
demands of his religion.
SLEEPING MURDER, by
Agatha Christie. Dodd.
Gwenda and Giles Reed, a
charming young couple from
New Zealand, had just bought
a Victorian villa at a seaside
resort when Gwencia found the
house hauntingly familiar.
Then she had a terrifying
vision. This is the last of Miss
Christie's novels intended for
post-humous publication.
Eggnog can be prettily
decorated with dollops of
whipped cream or scoops of
ice cream which have been
garnished with strips of citron
or angelica and a bit of
maraschino or candied red
eherry-to simulate holly,
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AutOrnaiiC Total Mechanism Sho.ott
Built-on electret condenser microphone
Automatic shut-oft mechanism
maintains optimum recording level
Attractive chrome and black finish with




K \, 1 204-0040T TV set- STEREO- 
- -,-,
' 2 s( reen mensured citogonally $340 HP-258
i? • 10Q°.(iii solid state circu4try
•
• Illuminated tuning dials - 
... .... 1111* 3-1Ispeed BSR auto/manual turntable
• Rotatable VHF telescopic antenna Automatic/manual program selector switch
-
•‘• Two 2-way Speakers
4OO;SONY Portable Radio-um-3
• Brushed aluminum with black trim 
sç
SONY. AK-3 Nicad SONY PR 150,718 SONY KVS-30
Battery Pack w/Ac Pro RecordinglTape Color TV Stand-
Recha r- 
only S20 
1800 on 7" Reel
now I now only
SAVE
wIth purchase:Buy 2 tapes get 3rd FREE $ S30 when
of cassette e whe„ r„. buy the soNy yc_645 I. SAVE purchased with
recorder- '
1Tape Deck. - -12 tape 12' Color TV -
- - - - - 
SONY Representatives will discuss product
and answer questions all day,Sat., Nov. 20



































Coldwater Church Women Meet
it Home Of $irs. Gary Haneline
The Coldwater United
Methodist Church Women met
at the church on Monday,
November 9, at 7:30p. m. with
Mrs. Gary timeline in charge
of the program.
A song, "Make Me A
Channel Of Blessings," was
sung by Mrs. Jimmy Wilson
with Mrs. Hemline at the
piano. Scripture reading was
by Mrs. Bobby Locke.
"Journey Of The Mission
Dollars" was the title of a
playlet presented by Mrs.




David Lamb gave the
treasurer's report. The
closing prayer was by Mrs.
Lamb.
Cake and punch were served
by the hostess, Mrs. timeline,
to eight members and one
visitor.
The next meeting will be on
Monday, December 6. Gifts
will be exchanged and sun-
shine friends will be revealed.
Dr. Hugh McElrath Is
Soloist, State Opera
By Mrs. W. S. Major
When the Kentucky Opera
Association presented The
Ballad of Baby Doe recently in
the Macauley Theatre,
Louisville, Dr. Hugh Thomas
McElrath sang a leading role
as a crony of Horace Tabor.
The Ballad of Baby Doe is
based upon actual 'episodes
and characters in Colorado
during the silver mining boom
of' the 110's. Horace Tabor and
his wife Augusta were staunch
New Englanders who struck it
rich with the Matchless Mine.
He became Mayor of Lead-
vile, then U. Gov. of Colorado
and later a U. S. Senator.
Horace wanted to have a
good time, give parties, hold
public office and live in the
grand manner. Augusta
disapproved but when "Baby
Doe" applauded a triangle
was drawn. He divorced
Augusta and married "Baby"
in Washington, D. C. with
_rresident Chester A. Arthur
as a wedding guest.
With the defeat of
presidential candidate
William Jennings Bryan came
the crash of the Silver
Standard and the financial
ruin of Tabor. On his death-
bed, he urged "Baby Doe" to
always keep the mine as he
felt it would still produce
millions. Ironically, the mine
was then about worked out.
For 36 yeah she struggled to
keep it but she ended her last
days in poverty living in a
shack near the mine.
Billed as a "bicentennial
epic," The Ballad of Baby Doe
actually was premiered in
1956 at the Opera House in
Central City, Colorado. It
reflects the life and times of
the boisterous era of quick
riches in mining.
Dr. McElrath, native of
Murray, is a graduate of
Eastman School of Music. He
is a professor of Voice and
Musicology at the School of
Music at Southern Baptist
Seminary. He has also sung
roles in The Magic Flute,




Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 Noon Til 6 P. M.
)=.11,==t10( tr-tahr-
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Miss Rita Cheryl Underwood And
Mr. Mitchell Married At Church
The First United Methodist
Church in Fulton as the
setting for the November 6
wedding uniting Rita Cheryl
Underwood and William
Walton Mitchell.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo S.
Underwood, Benton, formerly
of Cape Girardeau, Mo. Mr.
Mitchell is the son of Mr. and
Mrs, yyront Wa4itchell, Sr.,
Fulton.
The main altar of the church
was centered with a polished
brass arch candelabrum
festooned with polished
commodore jade and leather
leaf greenery tied with gold
colored satin bows and
streamers. Matching brass
spiral candelabra garland
with the fresh greenery and
holding tall ivory cathedral
tapers were placed on either
side.
Formal bouquets of bronze
and yellow mums, spikes of
yellow-golden gladioli,
cushion poms and fresh
greenery were arranged in
brass Grecian urns on either
side of the altar. Family pews
were marked with gold satin
bows.
A silver and crystal
hurricane light surrounded by
a ring of gold and bronze
cushion pools and baby breath
enhanced the guest register in
the foyer of the church.
Rev. William G. Adams
officiated at the double-ring
ceremony.
Music was provided by Miss
Marva Koeber, who played
the organ and the soloist was
Vyron Mitchell, Sr., father of
the groom. He sang
arrangements of "Oh Promise
Me," "Hawaiian Wedding
Song," and The Lord's
Prayer."
Bride's Dress
The bride was escorted to
the altar by her father and
given in -marriage by her
parents.
She wore a candlelight
formal-length gown of
georgette chiffon and bridal
satin in an A-line, empire
silhouette. The bodice of satin,
with Bianchi's beading,
featured a keyhole neckline.
Full chiffon bishop sleeves,
cuffed in satin were designed





Be sure to stop by & See our kitchen display
Featuring the Following Lines of Ap-
pliances
•Sub-Zero Built-In Refrigerators 8 Freezers
*Kitchen-Aid DW's -Cornpoctors-Disposers-
Mixers
•7hermador-Built-in Ovens-Cook Tops -
Micro Wave Oven
*Corning Smooth Top Wanges
*Ronson-Built-In Mixers
*Scotsman Icemakers
'May S S Sinks
*Deco& Convertible Cbok Top 8 Grill
•Tradewind Hoods 8 Ventilators-Can
Openers-Toasters
•Gamble-Chopping Blocks
Kitchen Cabinet 8 Voinities By






11r. and Mrs. William Il aln,n Vac/tell
tiny satin bridal buttons. The
chiffon shirt flowed gracefully
into a Watteau chapel-length
train. The bridal veil of chiffon
was held in place by a
specially designed headpiece
of white roses, baby breath
and greenery complimenting
the gown.
She carried a bouquet of
white roses, baby breath and
greenery.
Her only jewelry was a
pearl necklace belonging to
her mother.
Maid of honor was Miss
Karen Kahtz, of Union, Mo.
Bridesmaids were Miss Kathy
Sutterer, Evansville, Ind.,
sorority sister of the bride,
and Mrs. Neil Covington,
Memphis, Tenn.
They wore gowns of qiana in
totid rusl, gold, and cin-
namon, respectively. Their
floral headpiecis were of
cushion poms and greenery.
They carried nosegays of rust.
btonze, and gold cushion and
fugii porris.
The groom was attired in a
candlelight formal tuxedo
Neil Covington, Memphis,




law of the groom; and Eddie
Nancy, Paducah, fraternity
brother of the groom.
Ushers were Richard W.
Hobson, St. Louis. Mo.,
brother of the bride: Mike
Morgan, Fulton; and Alan
Stout and Brooks Mitchell,
both of Murray.
The male attendents, in-
cluding the fathers. wore
chocolate brown tuxedoes
with candlelight shirts. black
satin braid and black velvet
vest and tie.
The mother of the bride
chose a formal-length gown of
ployester in teale. The belted
natural waistline fell into an
A-line skirt. Full sleeves were
gathered in three-button cuffs.
Her jewelry was white gold.
The groom's mother wore a
formal-length gown of
polyester in melon with a high
neckline. The bodice was
accented with a capelet edged
in lace. Bishop sleeves of
chiffon 'were gathered at the
cuffs. Her only jewelry was a
circlet pin at the neckline.
Both mothers wore a cor-
sage of talisman roses
The grandmother of the
bride, Mrs. Ida Neely of
Fulton, wore a formal-length
gown in rose. The groom's
grandmother, Mrs. W. P.
Williams of Paris, Tenn.. wore
a two-piece pink knit suit.
They wore corsages of cream
white cymbidium orchids tied
with matching ribbon.
Reception
The bride's parents were
boats to a reception following
the ceremony at the Fulton
Country Club. Centerpiece
for the bride's table was a
silver epergne with gold
tapers and yellow, gold,' and
bronze mums, talisman roses,
greenery and baby breath.
Punch was served from a
Silvr punch bowl and all the
appointinents used in serving
were silver.
Champagne was served
from the groom's table which
was draped in a tailored
candlelight cloth.
Servers were Mrs. Joe
Frank Brush, McKenzie,
Tenn., sister of the groom;
Mrs. Richard W. Hobson, St.
Louis, Mo., sister-in-law of the
bride; Mr. Hobson and Mr.
Tomlin.
Mrs. Alan Cherry,
Metropolis, Ill., sorority sister




cluded a rehearsal dinner at
the home of the groom's
parents on the eve of the
wedding and a bridesmaid's
luncheon given by Mrs. Joe
Frank Brush, Mrs. James
Tomlin, and Miss Cindy
Mitchell, all sisters of the
groom, at the Park Terrace
Restaurant in Fulton on the
day of the wedding.
After a short wedding trip
the couple is at home at 411
College Courts, Murray. Mr.
Mitchell will be a Dec., 1976,
graduate of Murray State
University and will begin
graduate studies at Murray in
radio-television in January.
Mrs. Mitchell graduated in
May frIbm Murray with a
Bachelor of Science degree in
journalism and speech. She is





The Rho .Chapter of Alpha
Delta Kappa met at the
Colonial House November 13
for a luncheon meeting with
Clinton Rowlett and Janice
Hooks as hostesses. The tables
were decorated with travel
guides and pictures.
- Joanna Sykes conducted a
short business meeting
following the meal. Maybelle
Walker gave the devotional.
The program "A Picture
Tourin the south Pacific" was
presented by Clinton Rowlett.
A door prize, a shell pendant
from New Zealand was drawn
by Bess Kerlick.
Plans were made for the
December meeting to be in the




Secretary of the Kentucky
Association of DECA, at-
tended the annual -Reporters
Workshop at Montgomery
County High School on
October 30.
This was a workshop for the
Chapter reporters around
Kentucky to enable then to be
able to correspond with the
news media throughout the
school year.
Miss Sliger is the daughter








Mrs. Lula M. Fields, 110 So.
Porter CI., Paris, Tn., Charles
A. Peeler, No. 98 Riviera Cts.,
Murray, Mrs. Marjoie V.
Heath, 309 Wilson, Paris, Tn.,
Miss Melissa Napier, 1007
Malley, Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Shirley J. Homra, 002 N. 20th.,
Murray, Mrs. Sandy F.
Maynard, 741 Riley Ct.,
Murray, Bobbie F. Ferrell,
Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Mary L
Sheridan, 711 Poplar, Murray,
Miss Orea N. Bumphis, 204
Pine, Murray, Rufus J.
Garland, Rt. 1, Murray, E. B.
Knight, Box 73, Hazel, Mrs.
Julia M. Garland, Rt. 1,
Murray, Michael Creekmur,
Rm. 524 Hart Hall, Murray,
Mark L. Watkins, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Mrs. Betty L. Gills, Lynnville,
Andrew T. Langston, 1711
Melrose Dr., Murray, Miss
Aberline Skinner, 120 Spruce,
Murray, Mrs. Myrtle B.
Parker, 500 Vine, Murray,
Mrs. Edmona A. McCuiston,
606 Pine, Murray, Hoyt
Mangrum, Box 65, Far-
mington, Mrs. Etoille Ray,
1502 London Dr., Murray.
• - - SC077 GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Scott,
206 Macedonia, Mayfteld, are
the parents of a baby girl,
Emily Autumn, weighing
seven pounds thirteen ounces,
born on Tuesday, November
16, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
* The father is with the
Graves County School System
and is minister of music and
youth at the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church. The mother is
on leave from Liberty Savings
Bank, Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Rupert Scott, Sedalia,
and Mr. and Mrs. Sherman
Powell, Benton Route Four.
Great grandparents are Mrs.
R. V. Scott, Sedalia, Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Norwood, Benton
Route Four, and Mrs. Will
Powell, Fern Terrace Lodge,
Murray.
•
Anne Flood, registered dietitian at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital and Convalescent Division
attended the 59th annual convention of the American
Dietetic Association at Boston, Mass., with Senator
George McGovern of North Dakota giving the keynote
address on "latest Issues in Health legislation from
Capitol Hill." four symposia on current topics were Can-
cer and Nutrition, Diabetes, Management, and National
Nutrition Policy. The aim was to- give dietitians an in-
depth focus on the latest issues in legislation and gover-
nment, management and food systems, education and
economics, normal nutrition and clinical dietetics.
health care and research. A 360 booth exhibition
featuring the latest developments in institutional food
products, convenience foods, and food service equip-
ment, as well as lectures and major sessions were held.
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Mon., Nov. 22nd thru Sat. Nov. 27th +
41 
Closed Thanksgiving 1,
41 Lay-A-Way Now ii.
41 For Christmas +
41 10:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Mon.-Thur. 1,
icard Master Charge +lit
+ 10:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. Fri. & Sat.












Here's how. Wash full loads of clothes without stuff-
ing the washer. Or if you must wash only a small load,
use less water in the machine. Wash all the clothes you
can in warm or cold water. And wash them no longer
than necessary.
When it's time to dry, first be sure the dryer has a
clean filter. Dry full loads, agAi without overfilling the
machine. And make certain the dryer doesn't run after
the clothes are dry.
For more ways to save electricity in the laundry—and
all around the house—ask us for your free copy of the
green "Conserve Energy- booklet.










The Kentucky Insurance Depart-
ment's state board examination will be
given in Room 206-of Stewart Stadium
from 12:30 to 4 p. m. For additional
information., contact June Garland at
753-3695.
Wednesday, Nov. 24
The Thanksgiving holidays will begin
at 7:30 a. m. on Murray State campus.
Classes will resume on Monday,
November 29, at 7:30 a. m.
Friday and Saturday
November 26 and 27
The Murray State basketball Racers
will open their 1976-77 season in the New
Orleans Tip-Off Tournament along with
New Orleans, Illinois State and Nor-
theast Louisiana.
Bible Thoup,-lit
Behold, my servant shall deal
prudently, he shall be exalted
and extolled, and be very high.
Isaiah 52:13.
God's Servant—Christ Jesus
will-one-daylead us from war to
peace. He is King of Kings!
The Murray
Ledger & Times
The Murray ledger & Tunes is published
ery afternoon except Sundays. July 4, Christ-
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers. Inc .103 N 4th St. Murray,
Ks .42071
Second Class Postage Paid--a4-Murray. Ky
42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. In areas served by
carriers. $2 2 per month, payable in advance
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Har-
din. Mayfield. Sedalia arid Farmington. Ky , and
Paris. Buchanan and Puryear, Tenn $1500 per
year By mail to other destinations $30 00 per
year
Member of Associated Press, Kentucki, press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publisher,
AssAwiatiOn
The Murray Ledger & Times
R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
Editorials and opinionated articles on this page are presented 1.4
the purpwse of providing a forum fur the free exchange of di( fermi:
opinions letters to the editor in response to editorial- and
opinionated article) are encouraged
IT-s. editors of this newspaper strongts beliese that to !Milt
11piniunetral articles to onls those what parrallel the
philosophi of this newspaper would be a disservice to our reader,
therefi ire we urge readers who do not agree with an editorial stand
tha Oka) presented bs an inillsidual minter IP a I olatilfi to re+pwia
at, their feeling. on the part ii Liter issue burro II,
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1
Echoes From The Past
( 4 Column of historical and genealogical
anecdotes, stories arul .farnils. notes.)
Iriitten By Judith A. Maupin
Thonias Tennessee Watson
I have had a request from someone
who had been to the Visitor's Center
near Center Furnace, in the Land
Between the Lakes, to write something
about Dr. Thomas T. Watson. When
visitors climb the hill behind old Center
Furnace, they see the tall obelisk which
marks his grave. At one time, this
monument stood alongside the Cum-
berland River, among the cane
thickets; but when Lake Barkley was
impounded, Watson's grave, along with
two or three others, was moved out to
the low area. It seemed appropriate to
put Watson near the iron furnace where
he spent so much time.
Thomas Tennessee Watson was born
in 1805, the younger brother of Ann
Watson Marable, whose husband
Hartwell was a prominent doctor and
congressman in Montgomery County,
Tennessee. T. T. was born in Virginia,
most probably the son of Thomas
Watson, Andrew Jackson's business
partner. The two men, along with John
Hutchens, had a mercantile business
and distillery operating- in- Nashuil/a. -
No one seems to be sure why T. T. was
named Tennessee, especially since he
was born in Virginia, but it is con-
jectured that possibly his mother had
returned home to Virginia for a visit at
the time of his birth; or possibly_the
family was planning to move to Nash-
ville at the time, and named him
Tennessee as a celebration of that fact.
However, it is known that the family
lived near the Hermitage for several
years while he was small.
Watson married while in Tennessee,
and later moved in with his sister Ann,
after he became a widower. Her
husband Hartwell Marable was then
becoming interested in the iron
business, having built a furnace on
Yellow Creek, and it was here that
Watson met Daniel Hillman, the man
who was responsible for many of the
iron furnaces in the Land Between the
Lakes.
By 1836, T. T. had gotten into the iron
business with the Stacker brothers, who
were well-known in the field. In 1842,
Watson bought out the land owned by
the Stackers in Trigg County. He
continued to add to his land holdings,
and in 1843, he built the Empire Fur-
nace on the bank of the Cumberland
River. It was at this time that he and
Daniel Hillman became partners.
Hillman had married, in 1840, Nannie
Marable, a niece of Watson's thus
forming kinship ties with him.
As the partnership grew, Watson and
Hillman built the Fulton Furnace, in a
spot about three miles north of Empire
Furnace. They also established a
rolling mill at Rockcastle, on the other
side of the Cumberland River. It was
about this time, in 1846, that Watson
died, leaving the business under
Hillman's auspices. Daniel Hillman
was the executor for T. T. 's will, which
- seemed-to-indicate-that the retatonstrip
went beyond a business partnership, a
belief that is further strengthened by
the fact that Daniel Hillman's son had
been named Thomas Tennessee
Hillman, after the doctor who is buried
now near the furnace that he loved.
Isn't It
The Truth
The first days after election gave us
this thought: the winners who passed
over the summit of success at the edge
of the abyss of failure had the guts of a
grizzly bear, the eye of an eagle, the
memory of an elephant, and iron pants
to break the feet of those who would
kick them. We can hope that they don't
have the reactions of a skunk.
10 Years Ago
Army Private First Class Joe R.
Arnold is a member of the First bat-
talion of the 44th Artillery which
arrived in Vietnam on November 7.
Pvt. Thomas D. Duncan has com-
pleted eight weeks of military police
training at Fort Gordon, Ga.
Deaths reported include John Ed
Utterback, age 78.
Frank Jeffrey, Mark Lassiter, John
Pasco, Ken Russell, and Michael
Smith, all of Murray, are members of
the Murray State University Varsity
Debate team.
Mrs. Anne Woods Varble, daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Ralph H. Woods, has been
admitted for law practice in the Clark
Circuit Court, Jeffersonville, Ind.
Robert Hopkins, N. L Rowland, and
Jerry Maupin each bagged a deer this
week, according to the 'Fins 'N
Feathers" column, written by Ed and
Lee Smith.
20 Years Ago
Postmaster Harry I. Sledd urges the
public to mail their Christmas cards
and packages as soon as possible.
Deaths reported include Mrs. A. G.
Outland, age 62, North Fourth Street,
Murray.
A special feature story on George
Pittman who will be 93 on November 30
is published today.
In basketball Kirksey--beat Murray
Training, Concord beat Hazel, and
Lynn Grove beat Almo.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Lindsey, Mrs. A.
L. Lindsey, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dill, Mr.
and Mrs. Dick Sykes, Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Klapp, Jake Dunn, ha
Douglas, and Guthrie Churchill at-
tended the annual fall festival of
Mizpah Shrine held at Madisonville.
OTHER PAPERS SAY
I refuse to believe that dollar bills
carry germs. Germs couldn't live on a
dollar bill these days. — Sunshine
Magazine.
30 Years Ago
The Calloway County Circuit Court,
Judge Ira D. Smith presiding$approved
the City of Murray's petition for an-
nexation of a large area adjacent to the
west boundary of the present city
limits. This will increase the city's
population to about 6,000.
The OPA Price Control Board,
located in the court house in Murray
and serving Calloway and Marshall
Counties, has been closed for tran-
saction of public business, according to
Mary Lou Waggoner, chief clerk.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Berry
Lassiter, Mrs. Laura Futrell, age 77,
Mrs. James Dale Guthrie, age 26, Mrs.
Alfred S. Nichols, Miss Eva McDaniel, Letters
age 67, and Mary Elizabeth Orr, age 71. '
The Murray High School Tigers have
accepted an invitation to play in the
annual Shrine Bowl tilt at Lexington on .
Thanksgiving Day, according to Coach,
Ty Holland.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Lloyd Buchanan on November Dear Editor,
15, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Thank you for the publicity for
Herndon on November 17, a boy to Rev. Murray-Calloway Transit System.
and Mrs. Robert Jarman on November . Your publicity will enable us to
19, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Lowell provide more efficient service for the
Key on November 18. people of Murray and Calloway County.
Marriages announced this week Sincerely yours,
include Mary Kathleen Tyler to Doyce Alex McLeod, Jr.
Atorris_ciii.Noveitthpr 1ft,_ and' Dot Lin- _Administrator
veille to Buford Barton on November
16.
40 Years Ago
All deeds and property lines in the
area along the Tennessee River in this
county and also in Stewart County,
Tenn., that would be flooded by a TVA
dam anywhere between Gilbertsville
and Shannon are being checked by
groups from the Knoxville
headquarters.
W. Z. Carter has been appointed as a
Federal Postoffice Inspector by the
Postmaster General.
Deaths reported include N. V.
Vaughan, age 76, J. R. Scharborough,
age 38, William R. Houston, age 80,
Mrs. Effie Grant, age 70, Seldon
Humphreys, Tim Shrader, Mrs. R. E.
Cleaver, and Mrs. E. C. Ray.
Work has begun last week on laying
the black top surfacing on Olive Street
from Twelfth Street to the' college
campus.
George Ed Overbey of Murray was
awarded to Bachelor of Laws degree at
Indiana University, Bloomington.
Births reported include a boy to. Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Redden on November
11, and a girl, Paulina, to Mr. and Mrs.
Barnes W. Burkeen on November 18.
Jim Edd Diuguid of Murray will play
his final season game for Murray State
College in the Murray-Western football








Boy Scout Troop No. 77 would like to
.take this oppOrtunity to thank
.:leverybody for their support of the
Et,'paper drive on Saturday, November 13.
A We would also like to remind
g.,:everybody that Troop No. 77 will have
.another paper drive in the Spring. We
Owould appreciate your saving your
newspapers for us.
Jeffrey Carruthers
Scribe - Troop No. 77
Murray Business News Briefs
Edited by
FRANK GONZALES
Three generations of the Pickens family share ribbon cutting.
Three generations, A. C.
Pickens, Bill Pickens and
David Pickens are shown
at the grand opening of
Pickens Wholesale Electric
Supply. Sharing the ribbon
cutting are left to right:
Bill Pickens; A. C.
Pickens; Murray Chamber
of Commerce president,
Dr. Harry Sparks; Mayor
John Ed Scott; Joe Dick,
chairman and president of
the Bank of Murray; Mrs.
Mary Ray; James Hem-







Art Jewell, right shows
the clever ornaments
decorating the Christmas
tree to be, shown Sunday
November 21st during the
Christmas open house at
the Poppy Shoppe. A
special added attraction
will be greetings from
Murray's own Kathy Sue
Jackson, Miss Kentucky
Teenager.
There will be free car-
nations for the ladies
during the open house
scheduled from 1 to 4:30
PM.
Other open houses in-
clude Gene and Jo's
scheduled for November
Jim Johnson of the Cham- 28.
ber of Commerce.
Most Americans Would Rather Work Than Retire
:Most Americans look
forward to retirement with
all the enthusiasm of a
Candy addict on his way to
the dentist.
'Only 22 per cent-of the
people questioned in a
netional survey by the
American Council of Life
Insurance went along
wholeheartedly with the
idea that retirement can be
equated with a life of
carefree leisure.
The lack of enthusiasm
for retirement appears to
be based largely on
"a a a uib a b Irb 0011111011 rr a erw rrei
DAMN NOT ES
by William M. Boyd
Our word "capital" is
derived from the Latin
"capitale," meaning cat-
tle. This probably stems
from the fact that cattle
were once used as money
and a measure of wealth.
In acquiring, managing or safeguarding your
money, you are always welcome to draw on
our experience and advice on any financial st
C matter. ei.
t P E OP LE S BA.N.K. 
-..
6 oi  Member FDIC :
. hi I/WRAY KT. •
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don't have enough money
to do what they want in
retirement," 74 per cent
agreed fully and another 21
per cent agreed
"somewhat." Only five per
cent disagreed.
"It's better to keep
working than to retire at a
fixed age," was another
survey statement receiving
general approval, with 46
per cent agreeing entirely
snd another 30 per cent
agreeing somewhat.
Feelings of self-esteem
also are involvkl. Asked if
"Retirement makes a
person feel useless," some
48 per cent said they
believed this entirely, and
another 36 per cent agreed
.somewhat.
To assist families in
using financial resources
wisely, the Council has
published a booklet,
-Planning for Retire-
ment," which is available
free of charge.
The booklet is intended
for those who plan to retire
in- the near future, as well
as those whose retirement
is 10 or 20 years away. It
offers information on how








worksheets to list your
resources, expenditures
and goals after you stop
working. It can be obtained
by writing to Department
PN, American Council of
Life Insurance, 277 Park










The Murray Ledger and
Times will publish the
special edition on Monday,
November 29, to coincide
with the chamber's annual
banquet. It promises to be
a collector's item and will
be a real 'sales tool' for
those businesses and
organizations promoting
our good city as a great
place to live, work and
educate children.
Jim Johnson, executive
secretary of thevtiamber is
working in conjunction
with The Murray Ledger
and Times staff members
to insure this souvenir
edition will tie a most
memorable one.
The edition will be a fine
showcase for the ad-
vertising message of all
area businesses and
organizations. Just call the
advertising represen-
tatives at The Murray
Ledger and Times. The
telephone number is 753-
1919.
This Business News Feature
will appear each .Saturday
in the
Murray Ledger and Times.
Attache Cases, Hanging Bags,
1, 2, 3 Suiters, Shoulder Bags
and over-niters
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Outdoor lore ts Cedicate0 to the hunters fishermen 30(1 oth,,, A o enjoy the out ot
t d
Fall and Winter
Usti Morton. months old daughter of Michael and
Paula Morton, shows the rack from the 12 pt. buck deer
that her father killed on November 13 about six a.m. at
the West Kentucky Wildlife Reserve, Paducah. He got
the deer, his first, with a 20 ga. Remington, and the deer
field dressed at 165 pounds. With Morton were Tern,
Orr and Ricky Alexander.
Staff Photo by Michael Brandon
641 Super Shell






S. 12th St. 753-3226
Eating Is A Family Affair
6:3011:00 Sun. thru Thurs.





Butun Greer OUICOOt Editor
4•A
David ealland took this five point bud on hi
deer. hunt. ite deer field dressed at 106 pounds. Da
got this deer at the Junior Hunt at the Land Belween th
Lakes. II, is the 4ert year ottsow30-1,1ThwuaNfi1iliimy-i
Garland of Murra* Route Eight, a fifth grade student at















This white tail is proudly displayed by Greg Schan-
bacher who bagged the 90 pound doe in the tkid Bet-
ween The Lakes Youth Deer Hunt on Saturda‘,. Novem-
ber 13. The deer, Greg's first, was taken in the Duncan
Creek area at 8:45 a. m. The game was sighted from a
tree stand and bagged with a 30-.06 Remington carrying
a 180 grain blunt noseJoad. He is the son of Dr. and Mrs.
Eugene Schanbacher.
Michael Duncan got this eight point buck in the Yruth
Deer Hunt held.November 13 in the Land Between the
Lakes. The deer field dressed at 99 pounds. stir hael, age
14, a freshman at Calloway County High St hool was ac-
companied by his stepfather, John Fulton on the deer
hunt.
V.%
appy Holiday Travel, Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCLURE GRAYSON McCLURE
Take 94 East out of Murray for 2 mdes Turn r$ght on 180
Follow 180 for 7 mdes past Bonner s Grocery Take
blacktop $nto Panorama and follow blacktop to your right
Telephone 502-436-5483
I Carroll Tire Service
See Us For





• BOB WALLACE SURE DID HAVE THE PRESSURE ON HIM: Bob Wallace of Murray har-
vested this button buck in LK during the first half of the bowhunting season. After his
brother Gary filled his tag Bob had to really get out and hustle to cool some of the
heat that we know he was getting from Gary. Nothing like a brother to put ya to task.
Fins Foto
David Hale. Gracey, bAged this 209
the first portion of the split
und, 9-point Whitetail on October 21, during
TVA's Land Between The Lakes.
A WELL-EARNED TROPHY — Murray city
policeman, Van Allen, holds up the head of an 8.
pointer that took him approximately 41/2 hours to drag
out of the woods. The 148-pound field-dressed buck
was bagged last Wednesday during a gun hunt at Land
Between The Lakes. Van was hunting Area 1 and




We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
114 S. SS, Murray ky. 753-16443
2 MAts Eost AI 94 753-5693
Murray Bait Co.
Home of the longggg dozen
FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area





17 FT. Grumman white
water canoe. Good




408 N. 4th 7536779
Specializing in servicio. tires sad 4-whee1 drive 'chicks.








buy Ole Igneous Kush It KiI.. loot sod recev.r you, FRU chow, of Si 55
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The Puck Call
By Charlie McK enney
Ducks Unlimited Secretary
Well, the D. U. Banquet is
over. There is not much use
writing about it because most
area duck hunters attended.
However, for those of you who
didn't come for various
reasons, I think I will tell you
what you missed, so you will
want to attend next year. The
menu consisted of barbeque
beef, baked ham, potato
salad, green peas with onions,
scalloped potatoes, cole slaw
and several jells salads. Add
homemade rolls, cake and
cherry cobbler with coffee or
a to wash it down and you
sh • • • have gained at least 3
poun
A spec!, thanks to the
'Mangle Inn to tering such
a fine meal, an • oviding
such great help.
A movie from D.
headquarters entitled "The
Wetlands" was shown. This






The old "bobtail" is shorter
We might call this article
today from "bobtail" to
"biggie." Thee picture
represents thirty years of four
wheel drive evolution. The
"bobtail" is a 1946 model, the
Biggie is a 1976 model.
The original four wheel
drive that started it all back in
1941 weighed just over two
thousand pounds and would fit
inside a six by twelve crate.
The fifty-seven square feet of
machine got between twenty
and twenty-five miles per
gallon gasoline.
Today the most common
four wheel drives weigh more
than twice as much. They are
two feet wider.and four to five
feet longer. The gas mileage is
less than half of where it
started. And the price is more
than five times as much:
We'll save a comparison of
the various brands of four
wheel drive trucks for next
week but let's take a look at
some features all makes have
in common.
Why has the truck become
so popular? Mainly because
folks who buy four wheel
drives use them and the most
useful rig made in America,
 1
'-,,210•440100.11141•Vaiii
acquired by D. U. and how the
land in Canada is utilized by
D. U. to increase the breeding
grounds for waterfowl.
Bill Rue, the Kentucky
Chairman of D. U., attended
the banquet and reported that
a project will be started this
year in Canada, sponsored
entirely by Kentucky sport-
srnen. The Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources has
also pledged money for this
project. About $400,000.00 will
be needed to construct the
project, with all the money
coming from Kentucky Ducks
Unlimited Chapters.
I must say thanks once
again to the local merchants.
Without their support the local
chapter just could not raise
the money that is needed to
support the waterfowl effort in
nada.
ow what the big question
BOUGHT THEis!
— and not as wide.
1976
SHOTGUN and what did he
pay. Johnnie McCage was the
high bidder with a $700.00 bid.
The print "Bluebills in Lifting
Fog" was purchased by
Ronnie Babb for $225.00. Ben
Hogancamp bought a
beautiful Canadian Goose
print for $200.00 and Marshall
Gordon bought a Manard
Reece Goose print for $255.00.
Oh, Yes! Judy Muehleman,
1620 Magnolia Drive, Murray,
Kentucky, won the Marlin 120
3" Magnum shotgun given
away as a door prize.
If you didn't win a door prize
you were very unlucky,
because there were only about
5 tickets left in the box.
I hope by the time you read
this, I have taken my limit of
ducks Saturday morning. If
some of you local duck and
goose hunters have a good
story to tell or some pictures,
give me a call. Even if you
need a picture taken, I will be
glad to take it for you; if you
can find me during duck
season.
I haven't heard of anyone
getting a goose yet, but I bet it
won't be long before some





bar none, is the pickup truck.
It's come a long way. The
most popular vehicle that
Ford sells is a pickup truck.
The most popular vehicle that
Chevrolet sells is a pickup
truck. And you can get one any
way you want it, including
four wheel drive, which makes
a great thing even greater.
Generally speaking there
are two sizes of light duty
trucks. The half ton and the
three quarter ton.
The most common four
wheel drive truck is the half
ton. Supposedly it could carry
a load of a thousand pounds. In
actual practice a half ton four
Storey's
Foodaiad
Open 7 Days A Week
80. m. - 10:00 p. m.
Hwy. 641 So. Phone 753-8322
Uncle Jeff's
Sporting 'Goods Dept.






641 South Phone 753-9491
tit Wheeling'
By Hamp
wheel drive truck is rated to
carry from fifteen hundred to
two thousand pounds. Many
are loaded heavier than this
every day but it is not
recommended. You can get a
short "box" or a long "box."
The "box" is actually the
truck bed. The shorties are six
and a half or seven feet long.
The long beds are eight feet in
length.
Also, the beds come in the
"wide" or "narrow" con-
figuration. All trucks used to
have "narrow° type beds
back in 1950 or so. The sides of
the bed were just over four
feet apart and the rear fenders
were bolted to the outside.
Some designer decided to
make a slick looking bed the
same width as the truck cab in
the late fifties and he stuck the
fenders inside the bed. It
really caught on. Detroit
stopped building the narrow
beds in recent years. Guess
what? The same thing as floor
shifts. They spent millions of
dollars and many years
getting the shift on the
steering column. Then people
start spending money to get it
back the old way. The hot
thing on a pickup today is the
old style "narrow" bed -
December Deer Hunters Required To Check
Deer Into Nearest Deer Check Station
From Where Deer Are Bagged
When you buy your Ken-
tucky deer tag this year, you
should receive a list of check
stations. If you plan to deer
hunt during the Dec. 4 through
Dec. 8 gun season, hang on to
that list-74's important.
All dear taken during the
gun season must be reported
to a check station or to a
conservation officer. There is
a section of the deer permit
which must be filled out by the
r •
I .
hunter and retained by the
officer or check station
operator and another space on
the permit for validation.
According to this year's
deer hunting regulations, all
deer taken during the
statewide gun hunt must be
checked in at the nearest
check station or by a con-
servation officer by 9 a.m. on
the day after the deer was













operate on Dec. 9 for those
who take deer on the last day
of the season.
The purpose of this check
station system, according to
Game Management Director
Joe Brum of the Department
of Fish and Wildlife
Resources, is to provide in-
formation on Kentucky's deer
harvest as quickly and ac-
curately as possible.
In past years, hunter har-
vest was estimated by com-
plicated mail and telephone
surveys, with the results
extrapolated by computer.
This process takes so long,
Bruna says, that the results
are not available for game
biologists to use in setting
seasons for the next year.
With the new check station
system, Brune hopes that the
results will be both faster and
more accurate and will give
game managers data to
estimate the statewide deer
population and the
distribution of this population
throughout Kentucky, as well
as providing much other
valuable information.
COUNTY DEER CHECK STATION INFORMATION FOR THE DK. 4-4, 1976
DEER GUN SEASON
NAME AND LOCATION OF ESTABLISHMENT
Ballard Wildlife Management Area, 13 mi. NW of LaCenter on Hwy. 473
Wayne Sanders, Taxidermist, 1/2 mi. S. of Kevil on Hwy. 473
County Jail, in Wickliffe behind Court House
Gary Glisson Grocery, Hwy. 62 at Lovelaceville
Caldwell County Jail, behind Court House in Princeton
M & M Sporting Goods, Hwy. 641 S of Murray at Uncle Jeff Discount Shopping
Center
Carlisle County Jail, at Bardwell behind Court House
Browns Phillips 66 Service Station, 8 mi. W of Hickman at Cayce at Jct. Hwys.
94 & 239
Vaughns Grocery, 3ks mi. N of Fulton at Jet Hwys. 94 & 51
Craddocks AMOCO Service Station on Hwy. 94 Bypass in East Hickman
Younbloods Discount Center, E city limits of Mayfield at Broadway & Pryor
Clinton Police Dept. Hwy. 51 N in Clinton
A&W Grocery, 7 mi. E of Clinton at Jet Hwys. 58 8g 307
Molloy's Bait & Tackle, Jet. Hwys. 93 & 274,9 mi. S of Eddyville
Lyon County Jail, behind Court House in Eddyville
West-Kr- Wifdlifeldanagement Area, 1hvy;358, WaGrahainville and 4
Ow mi. N Hwy. 60
. Old Bait House, 1301 S 6th St. in Paducah
Kenny Randle Deer Processing Station, 1916 S 28th St. in Paducah
Leigh Barbecue, Hwy. 60,9 mi. W of Paducah
Overstreet Bait House, 3 mi. W of Paducah on Hwy. 60 near Concord
Haydon Radford Grocery, 12 mi. S of Cadiz Jet Hwys. 164 & 139
LBI,Sportcenter, 1/2 mi. W of Cadiz on Hwy. 68
Groeningers Country Store, Hwy. 164 in Linton
ALL CONSERVATION OFFICERS ARE AUTHORIZED TO ACT AS OFFICIAL DEER CHECKERS



























There is always a day after
something,- a. 'week, a month,
anyway some period of time
when we get to sit back and
ask the inevitable question,
"where did all that time go?"
Sure does seem like we spent a
year getting ready for the first
portion of bowhunting season
and it came, and went, just
that fast.
We really enjoyed the few
days that we got to hunt, heard
some outrageous new stories
(we plan to pass them on from
time to time), met some new
bowhunter; and added quite a
few new tricks to the old
bowhunter's bag. This
bowhunting thing is never at a
loss for something new
tangled to fiddle with.
If you were one of the
successful bowhunters of the
first half of the season, then
congratulations to ya brother!
Maybe you still have one _ef
those pretty yellow Kentucky
tags or that wad of cards that
they give you down in Ten-
nessee (it's really fun to watch
the folks down there write up
all four cards) tucked away in
your wallet, but there is more
bowhunting to come and the
second half of the season is
probably the best of the
hunting.
In the second season there is
less hunting pressure simply
because quite a few dudes will
have filled their tags during
gun seasons or they will have
turned to some of the other
hunting activities that come
along at this time of year. And
some guys just don't like to
hunt when it's cold.
At any rate, there is plenty
of fine hunting available
during the up-coming second
usually the shortie.
A thfee quarter ton pickup is
supposed to carry fifteen
hundred pounds of load. A
three quarter ton four wheel
drive will carry over three
thousand pounds and carry it
well. In a breed of machines
known for tough they are even
tougher. If you plan on pulling
large trailers or carrying the
huge slide-in campers go three
quarter. They can take it.
. One note of personal ob-
servation here. The truck I
drive is a three quarter ton
8000 GVW rig. With thirty-five
hundred pounds of slide-in
camper and family on board
Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment










"bareback" as it does at least
'seventy-five percent of the
time, it rides like a railroad
car with square wheels. Spell
that STIFF. Yet a half ton
wouldn't carry the camper.
The moral is to buy the truck
you need. For ninety percent
of the folks I know who go four
wheeling in pickups the half
ton is dandy. BUT if you plan
to haul over a ton of stuff very
often the three quarter is a
wiser decision. Now they even
make a one ton four wheel
drive capable of loads in the
four to six thousand pound
range.
If you're "looking at trucks
be sure to find out the axle
ratio. This is the most critical
factor in how the truck will
behave for you. It has gotten
to be a popular practice to up
the axle ratios to try to get
better gas mileage. Usually
the reverse occurs, especially
when loaded. 3.54 to' 3.73 is
about right for most half tons.
4.11 to 4.56 is the best for three
quarter tons. That is really not
very low come to think of it.
Back in 1941 we started off
with a 4.88 or 5.38.
HAPPY • FOUR
WHEELING.












Qualified Bear Archery Service
Moot 751 2571
-
KUS/001 kdOrS BY Meaty
"from Kawasakis to Kenworths
Dan Gardner Rode 8 Marra, K1. 753-5644
Brune also emphasizes that
the check station system was
instituted for survey purposes,
not for law enforcement
reasons. Many of the check
stations will be at service
stations or country stores,
with the proprietor or em-
ployee of the establishment
doing the actual checking.
The inforthation asked for is
the date and sex of the deer
taken, the county in which it
was harvested and the hun-
ter's name and address.
The hunter fills in the ap-
propriate section of the tag,
and the check station operator
or conservation officer
detaches and retains the stub.
After the season closes, these
stubs will be sent to the
division of game
management, providing an
"instant survey" of the deer
harvest in the state.
Bow hunters are exempt
from this check station
requirement, and hunters who
participate in special hunts
scheduled before or after the
regular season on certain
wildlife areas Or military
reservations are also exempt,
since these areas will have
their own check station
system.
The list of check stations are
now distributed and are
available witerever deer
permits are sold, or from any
county clerk's office. If you
have already bought your tag
-and did not receive this -list;
you may now pick one up
where you purchased your tag
or from your county court
clerk or write to the Depar-
tment of Fish and Wildlife
Resources, Division of Public
Relations, Capital Plaza
Tower, Frankfort, Kentucky
40601 for a list of check
stations and a copy of the 1976
Deer Hunting Guide.
season," the breeding season
will still be on and you just
might get another chance at
that old buck that eluded you
back in October.
There is plenty of time to
sharpen up your shooting eye
and repair or replace gear
that took a beating during the
first half of the season. Time,
also, to analyze hunting
methods and do some reading
to really get your act together
for December or November,
and that is you want to get in
61a,tield with the gun-toters
down in-Tennessee.
This is 'the, time to replace
that string on ow trusty bow.
(that could also be easty bow if
you hunted in the rain and-shot
a compound) It would be'.
pretty good guess that the
string on your bow now
shouldn't be there for a
number of reasons. Give it a
good going-over and if it shows
a little too much wear, pull it
off and replace it with a new
one. A couple dollars, spent
now, will be worth a whole lot
more in December if that old
string decides to give-up-the-
ghost when that trophy is
under your stand.
We love that television
commercial that has the dude
saying "you can pay me now
or you can pay me later." Man
does that ever smack the
truth.
We could probably make a
couple of dollars, that is if we
was a bettin' dude, on how
many bent arrows, cracked
flocks, damaged fletching, off-
center points, dull-points and
whatever else could be the
matter with arrows that are in
the quivers of about two-thirds
of the hunting bows in
Calloway County.
The message is simple.
Bowhunting gear is delicate
and when you hunt hard, as
most of us are wont to do, you
need to go over et ery item of
your rig because some of it
will not be in the kind of shape
you would like it to be in after
several weeks hunting time.
That's just the way it is.
If all of your tree gear is out
of the woods, look it over real
close for bad places in the
chains on tree stands, cracked
decking or anything else that
could get you a one-way ticket
down out of a tree when you
least expect it.
We got a good scare this
year while setting up a tree-
stand down in Tennessee.
Seems like we looked down at
this one link of the chain we
had just hitched up to our
homier when we thought we
saw a crack in the link! We
sure did, and we headed back
to Murray and went to see
Miles Todd and the Tennessee
Toddie's little brother done
put the chain back in good
Order!
If hunting out oT a tree is
your bag, then make sure the
ecluipment that you use is in
top-notch condition. Tree-
hunting can be serioes
business if you don't play by
the rules. The penalties are
hard on the body.
With the first half of the
season out of the way now, we
have the next several weeks to
reflect on what we didn't do
right during the first portion,
correct these things, check
and repair our gear and get
ready for the second season
and its great hunting. Good





Colt Smith & Wesson
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After 6 Years, Local Man Still Buying Furs
Douglas shoemaker has
been buying furs since 1917,
and is presently the only
market for furs of fox, coon,
'possum, mink, and other
animals in Calloway County.
"The first fur I ever bought
was from De&Taylor, a neigh-
bor, in Kirksey," Shoemaker
said. "Then we moved to Pine
Bluff in 1918, and I set a steel
trap in a hollow tree, and
caught two or three 'possums.
Then I bought three 'possums
from Gilbert Fowler, left them
on the back porch and the dogs
tore them up.
"The next year, we moved
to Concord, and I hunted with
J. D. Stubblefield, Ocus Dick,
and Gay Ion Willis."
Shoemaker's fur business
helped him get some "rattlin'
money" through high school.
When he finished school at
New Concord, he worked with
Robert Broach's family to put
himself through school at
Murray State College, where
he received his teaching
certificate.
He taught his first school at
Macedonia, and then went to
New Providence, where he
earned 447_86 _per month. "We
had to take script in those
days, because the county
didn't have enough money to
pay us," Shoemaker
remembered. Script was
paper saying the county owed
the money, and would pay it
when possible.
When Christmas came,
Shoemaker would go to
Paducah, and work a half-day
buying furs. He would make
enough money in the morning
to go to the dime store that
afternoon and buy presents for
his students, the superin-
tendent, and the trustees.
Shoemaker would sell his
furs to Mark Neale in Murray.
At one time, he borrowed $15
from Neale, mounted his
horse, and went all over
Calloway, Henry, Stewart,
and Trigg Counties and bought
furs from the hunters' and
trappers who worked those
areas.
"I remember folks who took
the best care of their furs as
far as dressing and stretching
are concerned," Shoemaker
said. "Dallas Bucy, a trapper,
Louis Barley, another trap-
per, Thomas Gibson, of
Tennessee, and at the present
time, two Marshall County
men and a few in Calloway
and Henry County bring the
nicest dressed and stretched
furs."
Shoemaker buys furs on
Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday of each week
through the season. He will
begin this year's season of
buying on Tuesday.
If the - furs.' are alread3,
dressed, 'stretched, annured
when he buys them, the onls
step left in processing is to
remove the fat with a knife.
and they're ready for market
Some sellers, however.
bring the entire animal to
Shoemaker, which he will also
buy. He then skins it, stretches
the skin, and .,cures it about
three days, in _favorable
drying weather.
After processing.
Shoemaker will grade the
furs, and send them to
market. They go from the
market to auctions, and most
are exported to foreign
countries.
"I remember one customer
who came to me and said he
had another buyer who would
give him $2 more apiece for
mink furs," Shoemaker
remembered. "I told him I
couldn't raise my price, and so
he took his business to the
other buyer. I saw him a few
months later, and asked him
about it, and he said he'd sold
his 10 mink furs to the other
buyer for $2 more apiece than
I had offered.
"I asked him if he'd sold
anything else, and he said he'd
sold 60 coon skins. When I
asked him how much he'd
gotten for them, the price he
told me was $2 less than what I
give.
"He had lost $120 on the coon
skins in order to make $20 on
the mink furs., I don't 40
business that way, I try to be
fair with everybody."
Shoemaker processed ctose
to 3,500 furs last year. Most of
the furs he buys are mink, fox
and coon. He is licensed as a
fur buyer by the Kentucky
Department of Fish and
Wildlife.
"The first man to ever ship
me any furs was Henry
Dennis, from Bumpus Mills,
Tenn ,'• Shoemaker said. -I
appreciated that package
more than any I ever got."
Now, he gets' furs from
Calloway, Craves-, Marshall,
McCracken, Trigg, and other
counties in Kentucky, as well
as Henry, Stewart, Benton,
Houston, Montgomery,
Carroll, and other counties in
Tennessee.
, "Since I've been buying on a
larger scale the last three
years, I've had only four men
to leave with their furs,"
Shoemaker said. "Two of
them came back, and one of
the others had frozen furs and
we couldn't agree on a price
because I couldn't tell what
size they were.
All of the fur business has
been pleasant," he continued.
"The trappers and hunters are
reasonable and agreeable and
just pleasant to do business
with."
Shoemaker is also an
auctioneer here, and has been
auctioneering since 1927.
When I was teaching
school, We didn't have enough
money to get supplies for the
cerl-iont, sa the mothers would
bake pies and I. would sell the
pies or box suppers at auc-
tion," Shoemaker said. "It
was a place for parents and
children to come and have a
good time
The neighboring schools had
the same money problems,
and before long they would
ask Shoemaker to come and
auction off their pies and
suppers. After doing this for a
few years, he began to conduct
farm sales, and went to work
at the stockyards in Paris and
Murray. working with Audrey
Simmons, Louis Barton, Billy
Morgan, the Whitford.
Brothers, and others con:,
nected with the auction
companies.
He worked for 16 years with
them, still buying furs every
year.
Then, in 1961, Shoemaker
ran for County Court Clerk. He
was elected and began his first
term in 1962, and ran unop-
posed in 196.5. He retired in
1970
•. When he retired, he stayed
around the house just doing
nothing for about a year,"
Mrs. Shoemaker said. "I
thought he'd go crazy. Then,
one day, he said 'I'm going to
start buying more furs, and go
back to auctioneering.' And he
did."
That was three years ago,
.. and Shoemaker doesn't show
any signs of letting up. He's
hd a full life, and had at
least as hard a time as most,
with his .share of hardships
and successes.
At any rate, he's still buying
furs, and having a good time
of it,with no end in sighVAfter
all, he's Only_ 72, and is fiabline
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TV Viewers Can Decide Between




Robinson call his game
merely "the best football
game in America this year."
Ohio State's Woody Hayes
calls his game "the greatest






Southern California takes on
No. 2 UCLA for Pacific-8
Conference laurels after
eighth-ranked Ohio State
entertains No. 4 Michigan for
the Big Ten crown.
The two winners go to the
Rose Bowl. In the event of ties
it'll be UCLA and Ohio State.
Other key games find ninth-
ranked Houston at No. 5 Texas
Tech with the Southwest
Conference lead in the race for
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No. 14 Iowa State visits No. 16
-Oklahoma State in an attempt
to break a five-way scramble
for the Big Eight cham-
pionship and the host spot in
the Orange Bowl.
Top-rated Pitt, which will
accept a Sugar Bowl bid
today, is idle, as is Georgia,
the Southeastern Conference
champ and host team in the
Sugar. The Bulldogs are tied
for sixth in The Associated
Press rankings with
 Maryland.
In another irnpopnt Big
Eight clash, No. 0 Colorado
visits last-place Kansas State.
Colorado, Iowa State,
Nebraska, Oklahoma and
Oklahoma State are tied for
the lead with one game
remaining for each, including
No. 10 Oklahoma at No. 12
• Nebraska next Friday.
Rounding but the Top
Twenty, No. 11 Texas A&M
entertains Texas Christian,
No. 13 Notre Dame hosts
Miami, Fla. and Kansas visits
Missouri, which is tied with
idle Rutgers for 19th place in
the ratings. Penn State, No.
17, and Alabama, No. 18, are
also off.
.Other - traditional,- games



















MANILA — Dick Crealy ad-
vanced to the semifinals of the
$75,000 Philippine Grand Prix
tennis tournament with a 6-4,3-
6, 7-6 victory over fellow Aus-
tralian Ross CARP.
WINS AGAIN—David Denham, who has already won two
trophies in the Pass, Punt and Kick Contest, will be going for
his third Dec. 11 in Divisional Competition I Neastint. Last
weekend, Denham won the District title in Cincinnati. Already,
he is one of the top 28 13-year-olds left in competition in the
United States. If Denham were to win in Houston, he would go
to one of the pro playoff games for the national championship.
Over one million youngsters were entered in all age groups in
the contest, sponsored by the Ford Motor Company, and only
168 remain in competition.




Coach Johnny Majors knows
his No.1-ranked Pitt Panthers
took a calculated risk
choosing Bourbon Street over
Miami beaches. But right now
he's trying to calculate a
victory over Penn State.
He concedes the con-
troversy over the school's
Sugar Bowl choice, a debate
spawned by reports that
Majors twisted arms to
convince his players to
journey to New Orleans, isn't
helping.
Pitt is expected to finalize a
post-season engagement with
the Sugar Bowl today. Majors'
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next football task is to prepare
the Panthers for a nationally
televised game with Penn
State Nov. 26.
-If we should have the
unfortunate circumstance to
lose to Penn State," said
Majors, "I know the negative
people will say, 'Well, Coach
Majors, you created dissen-
sion.'"
Allison Gets Last Chance In
1976 Season At L A. Times 500
ONTARIO, Calif. (AP) —
Bobby Allison feels he missed
hit best chance to win a Grand
National stock car race this
season because of one of the
few mistakes he's made as a
driver aver the previous 29
races.
He gets his last chance for
1976, his worst season in
racing since 1965, in Sunday's
Los Angeles Times 500, a race
he's won before, but he con-
siders himself only an also-ran
this time without a few
breaks.
"The prime candidate" for
victory, he said, is David
Pearson, who won the pole
position Priday at a record
speed of 153.964 miles per hour
in the Wood brothers Mercury.
Allison believes Pearson's
Mercury turns o,ut 50-60 more
horsepower thin his. "I don't
know how to translate it into
TWO MORE—Tommy Futrell drives dowse the middle and ever
Mike Darnell (10) of Cuba for two of his game-high 28 points.
Futrell started as a freshman thrste years ago when the takers
won 100-78 over Sedalia, the last tine Calloway cracked the
centvry mark.
miles per hour, but it's a lot,"
he added.
He credits Cale Yar-
borough, Buddy Baker,
Richard Petty, Dave Marcia
and Benny Parsons with
enjoying more horsepower
than he does, too. But on
handling, "consistently, if you
took a 30-race average we
would be on top."
However, he considers the
important thing "get up and
go."
"I don't want to call it
horsepower; I'm gonna call it
straightaway speed," Allison
explained. "At Richmond ( in
September) when it finally
looked like we could win a
Grand National race, we were
all set to go to the checkered
flag. We had gassed up, put on
new tires and we were leading
the race by almost a lap.
"But the caution flag came
out and caught everybody else
up. On the restart, I slid out
and they all got by me."
1,600th Game
TORONTO (AP) —
Linesman Neil Armstrong will
be officiating his 1,600th
National Hockey League
game tonight when the
Minnesota North Stars visit
the Toronto Maple Leafs.
Armstrong, in his 20th
season as an NHL linesman,
holds the league record for
most games officiated. He
broke former referee George
Hayes's mark of 1,313 games
three seasons ago at the
Detroit Olympia.
Armstrong, who will be 44
next month, officiates bet-




Gene & Jo's Flowers
Gene & Jo Brandon
Invite You




705 So. 4th Street
Come out Sunday, Nov. 28th and see our version of a Christ-
mas Winter Wonderland.
Well have a Kiddies Dream House for the children to walk
through. It's filed with Overbroad boys and at sorts of
Christmas Delight
Hey Kids Santa Claus will be here too!
7Register for a free door prize to be given
away. Clip the coupon bel6w and fill it out




See Our New "Tiki- Room with a full line of Wicker
Gene 8( jo's
Flowers















































SAME TEAM-Marc Darnell ($S) and Glen Dale Olive (33) battle for a rebound under the defen-
sive boards while Cube players Barry Marine (30, who is also 6-8 in height) and Jim McBee (44)
look on. Calloway coasted to on easy 108-49 win.





LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP ) -
Top-ranked Louisville Trinity
insured that four new state
champions will be crowned in
Kentucky high school football
this year, after Bob Roney's
27-yard field goal gave Trinity
a 3-0 win over defending Class
AAAA champion St. Xavier.
The Trinity win in Friday's
Louisville showdown sent
second-ranked St. Xavier, 10-
2, to the sidelines for the first
time in three years. St. X won
back-to-back titled in 1974 and
1975 while building a 31-game
winning streak. Trinity, 12-0,
took care of the winning
streak with a 27-10 regular
season decision and Friday
night put an end to the other
Tiger skein.
Trinity pill meet the winner
of tonight's game between
fourth-ranked Seneca; 11-0, and
unranked Fairdale, 8-4, in rrext -
week's Jefferson county AAAA
final.
In the State AAAA final next
week, unbeaten Henderson
County, 13-4) after a 23-6 win
over Franklin County, will
tangle with surprising
Lexington Tates Creek, 10-3, a
14-13 overtime winner over
Ashland.
The State AAAA winner will
battle the Jefferson County
champion for the Class AAAA
marbles Dec. 4 at the
University of Kentucky's
Commonwealth Stadium.'
In Friday's other playoff
action, the finalists were lined
up for next weekend's
championship games in Class
AAA, AA and A.
Top-ranked Erlanger Lloyd,
13-0, took the favorite's spot in
the Class AAA finals after
scooting past Belfry 26-6,
while Shelby County, 10-3, took
the other AAA spot by
whipping Union County 18-0.
In Class AA, top-rated
Mayfield, 12-1, cruised by
previously unbeaten Bard-












In Class A, second-ranked
Ft. Campbell, 12-1, garneced
the favorite's role for next
week's title game with a
resounding 38-9 rout of fourth-
ranked Frankfort, which just
the week before had shocked
top-ranked Harrodsburg 16-8.
The other Class A final berth
went to Bellevue, 8-4, which
nipped third-ranked Paint-
sville 17-16.
The Class A and AA title
games will be played next
Friday at UK's Com-
monwealth Stadium, with the
Class AAA finale set for the
next afternoon at the 'same
site.
Trinity completed its sweep
of proud St. Xavier by holding
Tiger quarterback Rick
Buehner at bay. The awesome
Shamrock defense- limited St.
X to just 47 rushing yards and
just 29yards in the air.
Trinity managed a few more
yards, but was frustrated
within sight of the goal line by
an aroused Tiger defense. But
Trinity used two key plays to
get within range of the win-
ning field goal.
On a .third-and-long play,
quarterback Brandon Barth
found Joe Polio for a 35-yard
gain to the St. X 34, and the
ShamroCks received second
life when the Tiger's Billy
Hayden was called for
roughing the kicker after
Trinity's Frank Burch had
punted into the end zone.
The penalty moved the ball
to the St. X 19 and Roney's
kick followed four plays later.
Terry Peckenpaugh scored
on runs of one and three yards
and passed 16 yards to Mark
Duckworth for another
touchdowns to pace Hen-
derson County past Franklin
County.
Peckenpaugh led Henderson
County rushers with 83 yards
in 19 carries, while Allen
Hazelwood added 54 yards,
Barry Skaggs 50 and Clarence
Fisher 35.
Landon King's fourth-down,
29-yard pass to Brian Phillips
and Tom Grigg's extra point
kick proved to be the winning
margin as Tates Creek nipped
Ashland in overtime.
The two teams finished at 7-
7 in regulation, but Tates
Creek jumped ahead 14-7 on
King's second TD pass of the
game.
Ashland scored when Jay
Shippey took an eight-yard
pass from Mark Conley, but
the Tomcats fell short when
Kevin Ward's extra point kick
went awry.
Mark Moliter ran for one
touchdown and passed 10-
yards to Gary Eades for
another touchdown as
Erlanger Lloyd continued its
relentless drive to a perfect
season. Belfry scored first on
Chuck Johnson's 113-yard pass -
to Jim Matney, but Lloyd
struck back on Dave Smith's
12-yard run. It was all Lloyd
from that point.
Shelby - County's defense
was the key again Friday,
limiting Union County to just
98 yards overland and 64 yards
in the air. In addition, the
defensive unit set up each
Shelby County score by for-
cing a bad punt, recovering a
fumble and intercepting a
pass.
Mike Beach and Bernard
Stone each ran for scores and
Marcus Robinson passed six
yards to Tonnie Beckham for
the third touchdown.
David Fisher rushed for 154
yards and a touchdown .while
sidekick Galynn Wilson scored
twice and added 101 yards to
Mayfield's powerful ground





scored twice on one-yard runs
and passed 14 yards to Dan
Chase for another TD as
Corbin waltzed into the Class
AA finals. Roger Jones added
121 yards rushing for the
Redhounds.
Mike Moats ran 24, 29, 78
and 13 yards as Ft. Campbell
routed Frankfort. Rick Gibbs
pitched in with two scoring
runs as Ft. Campbell amassed
347 yards rushing.
John Ahrens rambled 35
yards for a touchdown, added
two deciding extra point kicks
and a 23-yard field goal to lift
Bellevue past Paintsville. But
it was Jeff Ferguson's in-
terception on the final play
that saved the win.
After Ahrens' field goal put
Bellevue ahead 17-8, Paint-
sville came within a point on
John Simonton's 29-yard pass
to , Fred Osborne and
Simonton's two-point pass.
With four seconds to go,
Simonton found Osborne at the
goal line, but Ferguson
stepped in to grab the pass.
NEW YORK (API - The
New York Mets said today
Frank Verdi, a 10-year minor
league manager, has been
named manager of the Mets'
Tidewater farm club in the
International League.
He succeeds Tom Burgess,
who joins the Mets' coaching
staff for the 1977 season.
The Mets also said Bob
Wellman will manage Jackson
in the Texas League and Tom
kgan will -manage Wausau,
Wis. of the Midwest League
next season.
Lakers Crack Century
Mark In Win Over Cuba
By MIRE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
' Robert Slone has one regret
about his Calloway County
Lakers winning 108-49 Friday
night in Jeffrey Gymnasium
over Cuba.
Slone wishes the game with
the Cubs would have been the
season opener.
Instead, the season opener -
was last Friday and the
Lakers lost a 69-67 heart-
breaker to Carlisle County.
"It's good to win but it would
have been a lot better if we
could have opened our season
up with a win. I think it would
have given our kids a lot more
confidence," the first-year
Laker coach Said.
One thing the Lakers did get
Friday was experience. Slone
emptied. the bench, using,
every available player as.the
Lakers continued to roll-up the
margin, even with substitutes
playing much of the second
-0 coarse we don't like to
beat people by 60 points but on
the other hand, you don't tell
your kids to quit playing. We'd
like for our kids to get as much
- •
AN EASY TWO-Randy McCollon of the takers is almost
smiling as he knows he has two points on this one, after a
Cuba defender goes flying on past. McCallon come off the ben-
ch to fire in 15 points.
(Stet Photos by Mae trenden)
experience as they can and
beat everyone they play,"
Slone said.
Tonight, the Lakers will
play at Livingston Central. To
saY the least, the game will be
the biggest of the young
season for Calloway.
A win would give the Lakers
a 2-1 _mark going into next
Tuesday's home contest with
Hickman County, a club which
the Lakers are very well
capable of beating.
Slone was able to rest his
starters for much of the game
as the outclassed Cubs were
no match for,the run and gun
Lakers.
Senior forward Mike Wells
hit the first two buckets of the
game and from that point on,
there was never really any
serious doubt about who was
going to win.
Cuba did manage to trim the
gap to 12-11 early in the first
period but a devastating
Laker press quickly made
shambles of the Cub offense.
By the end of the first
period, Callavay was mar-
ching toward victory toaiime-
of 22-16.
With 7:27 left in the first
half, it was a 24-19 game and
that's when the roof fell in on
Cuba.
Forward Jimmy Lamb hit a
five-footer and sophomore
guard Ricky Garland, starting
for the first time this season,
then hit a short jumper and it
was 28-19.
Tommy Futrell hit four
straight points, Wells added a
free throw and Randy
McCallon hit two charity
tosses and with 4:56 left in the
half, the Lakers- held,. a -
whopping 35-19 bulge.
But the spurt wasn't over.
F'utrell hit for four more
straight points then Jimmy
Lamb hit for four straight
before Futrell added two free
throws and it was 45-19.
The four-minute sconng
drought for Cuba finally ended
at the 3:14 mark of the second
period when Dale Seay hit a
five-footer to make itA5-21.
The Lakers continued to
coast, pushing the lead out to
as much as 29 points before
settling for a 58-31 lead at
intermission.
Futrell had 18 points in the
first half while Wells had 15.
Calloway again spurted at
the outset of the third period,
scoring 10 more points in
succession to make it 68-31.
Cuba did not score in the
third period until when with
2:43 left, Seay hit a free throw.
At the end of the period, it
was 78-38.
The only thing in doubt in
the fourth period was whether
or not the Lakers would crack
the century mark. That came
at the 3:15 mark when Gene
Dale Lockhart hit two free
throws to make it a 100-45 lead
for Calloway.
The largest lead of the
contest was the final 59-point
margin. — -- • :-
Futrell finished the contest
with 28 points while Wells,
hitting 11 of 16 from the floor
in one of his finest offensive
nights of his career, added 27.
Randy Ma:anon came off
the bench to score 15 while
Jimmy Lamb added 12.
The last time the Lakers
reached the triple digits was
on February 2, 1973, when
Calloway won 100-78 over
Sedalia.
In the preliminary contest,
the Lakers won their second
consecutive game by romping
to an easy 54-21 win. Lockhart
had 12 points as did Kenneth
McCuiston to pace the scoring
attack.
The Laker jayvees have
already matched their win
total of last season.
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Slone said he eNects
tonight's battle with
Livingston Central to be a
tough challenge for the
Lakers.
"They are better than
Carlisle County. They have a
lot of depth. They played
about 10 people last Tuesday
when they beat Wingo," Slone
added.
After the contest at
Livingston, the Lakers return
home to host Hickman County
Tuesday before taking a
Thanksgiving break and
resuming action December 3
at Providence. The next home
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1 3 4 5
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1 0 2 2
40 26 31 106
16 15 7 11 -40
n 36 20 30-149
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PLAYED BIT ROLES
LOS ANGELES i API --
Southern California's Ricky
Bell played bit roles in tele-
vision during the summer. He
was a "policeman," a "parking
lot attendant" and an "ambu-
lance driver." But once the
season began, Bell was taking
no bit parts.
After two games he had aver-
aged 182.5 yards per game on
61 carries for the Trojans and
had five touchdowns.




Tinker AFB, Okla., has
earned the fourth award of the
U. S. Air Force Com-
mendation Medal for Senior
Master Sergeant Bobby G.
Steele, whose parents are Mr.
and Mrs. W. A. Steele of Rt. 4,
Murray, Ky.
Sergeant Steele, an aircraft
maintenance superintendent,
was presented the medal at
Tinker, where he now serves
with a unit of the Tactical Air
••••
Command.
The sergeant is a 1952
graduate of New Concord
( Ky.) High School. His wife,
Mary, is the daughter of Mrs.
E. E. Lindsey of Loco Route,
Healdton, Okla.
DEATH RATE DROPS
NEW YORK AP) — The In-
stitute of Life Insurance says
accidental death rates dropped
to a record low in 1975.
It says there were 49.0 acci-
dental deaths per 100,000 popu-
lation that year, compared with
the 1974 final results of 49.5.
..0
Seven men on a
• death defying
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FOR MONDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 376
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
You may make a new
acquaintance or renew an old
friendship. Look for those
"small" blessings and gains so
often belittled. They could make
your day!
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) tjki
Everything points to a most
interesting and inspiring day.
You should be filled with new-
found optimism and confidence.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Don't let your sympathetic
and generous heart run away
with you. An insincere person
may be trying to take ad-
vantage of you.
CANCER
(June 72 to July 23)
You may be up against some
unusual competition in your
field, so keep alert. With your
fine intelligence, you should
find ways to outrun the best.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 124-tA/
Someone who has been
pulling against you, career-
wise, now holds out the olive
branch. Grasp it gratefully.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. ZI) WP%.
Excellent Mercury in-
fluences! A good period for




(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
Be realistic and pursue only
worthwhile goals. New op-
portunities offered through the
use of your creative ability.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rnee'V'
An "on-and-off" day, but you
should come through hand-
1110)
somely if you stress your clever
optimistic. There's someone
working in your interests
without broadcasting the fact.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Mixed influences. Stay out of
speculative ventures and be
exceptionally careful in
dealings with the opposite sex.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 72 to Jan. 20)
Adjustments, revisions, quick
changes may be the order of the
day. Take all in stride.
Distribute energies judicially;
don't argue where tact, finesse
will win.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A time for broadening your
mental horizons. Don't let
yourself get bogged down in a
sea of trivia. You should feel
capable of BIG things now.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XQr
It may be well to consult
others before taking unusual
action. .Your intuition is ex-
cellent, but another viewpoint
could be helpful.
YOU BORN TODAY, as a
Scorpio-Sagittarian cusps I
( born at the change of Signs),
are endowed with some of the
post powerful characteristics to
be found in the entire roster of
zodiacal natives, You are, in-
nately, a leader:. are capable,
extremely enterprising, ver-
satile and have a flair for the
dramatic and the unusual. You
could succeed in many areas
but, notably, as a business
executive, scientist, jurist,
statesman or, along creative
lines, as a writer, journalist or
musician. Your integrity is
outstanding and anyone en-
trusting his affairs to your






FOR SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1971
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) erk4
You may wish you had not
made certain plans for the day
but, even if it takes special
effort, follow them up. You'll be
happier in the long run.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Your greatest blessing now
will be "inspiration." You'll
suddenly "see the light" in a
domestic situation which has
been bothering you.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
It may take longer than usual
to get things rolling, but keep at
it. And with no letdown in en-
thusiasm! Romance in high
favor.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 4314:2)
A bit of friendly advice could
mushroom into a profitable
move. Don't hesitate to grab the
chance when you get it.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 412414:.:
Manageability must be your
keyword now — especially in
areas where divergent opinions
may be encountered. A day
calling for your innate poise and
good judgment
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Take precautions in writtes
and verbal agreements, and
scrutinize all situations
carefully. You could discover
hitherto unrecognized benefits.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
Not a favorable day for
lobbying your interests.
Associates probably won't be
very enthusiastic. Bide your
time.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
No matter how tedious
routine may seem, remain
manner of handling situations
and your tact in dealing with
others.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 7.3 to Dec. 21)
An excellent day for com-
bining business with pleasure,
or profiting from your, past
displays of good will.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. '20) V'
A ,casual meeting with
someone of importance will
have pleasing results — but not
immediately. Keep that best
foot forward!
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
If "collecting" is your hobby,
this is your day — especially if
you're looking for something
special in the way of books or
manuscripts.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Forget "important" matters
for the moment. It's time to
indulge yourself a bit —
preferably in the company of
gay and amusing friends.
Jere'
XQ'
YOU BORN TODAY are
gifted with a fine mind and -
conkiderable inventive ability.
You could excel in science; also
in the theater, the law,
literature or in the business
world. Music is another ex-
cellent outlet for your talents
and, if you do not take it up
vocationally, you should adopt
it in some form avocationally —
as an outlet for your emotions.
There are 'two distinct sides to
your nature. Living on the
higher plane, your mind is an
open chalice for all that is good,
true and beautiful. Un-
developed, you could easily be
led down the "primrose path,"
since you thrive on pleasure,
excitement and osten-





Don't miss a single chapter of
'SANTA and the
GIANT FIGHTER'
Sigh in Is *Stay Lniter & Tien Dec 1
Give of Yourself
Be a Donor
By Abigail Van Buren
1976 by Chddso N S Plows Synd Inc
DEAR READERS: There are thousands of people in this
country who are lingering as invalids in hospitals, institu-
tions and homes because the transplant organs they need
are not available. These include kidneys, corneas, hearts,
pituitary glands and other organs and tissues that must be
removed from accident victims quickly before oxygen
starvation renders them useless.
What most people do not know is that 35 of the 50 states
now use the driver's license to identify organ donors.
Under the Anatomical Gift Act, which provides the legal
support for the driver's license designation, people who are
killed in traffic accidents may avoid dying in vain.
The organ donor sticker form (or decal) in 35 states
authorizes doctors to remove needed organs after the
victim's death and to use those organs in transplant opera-
tions.
Readers may learn the details of organ donation laws by
writing the Motor Vehicle Departments of their own states.
They may write also to the National Kidney Foundation,
116 East 27th Street, New York, N.Y. 10016.
"Gift of Life"_ laws are relaLively new. Their __app*atiop - -
through the driver's license is increasing among all states.
The universal adoption of the Anatomical Gift Act with
its strict safeguards verifying that the donor is in fact dead
before organs may be removed) would offer new hope to the
country's afflicted.
I have personally "willed" my usable organs, and feel
that nothing I could leave after my death will be of greater
value.
LOVE, ABBY
DEAR ABBY: Because you and I are in complete agree-
ment about smoking, I must share this with you.
I belong to a bridge club that has met every Tuesday for
the last nine years. Yesterday one of the women showed up
for bridge wearing a gas mask from World War I! She
looked both comical and hideous, but she didn't have to say
a word to get her point across.
For the first time in nine years, the woman who is a
chainsmoker did not light up at the table. Whit a pleasure!
YOUR ALLY IN MARYLAND
DEAR ALLY: Thanks for sharing. Smoking is the only
activity I know of in which people do violence to their
FRIENDS—not their ENEMIES.
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long, self-addressed, stamped (240 envelope.
r..
Let's Stay Well
Divorce Often Costly and Rough
By FJ.L Blasingarne, M.D.
Newspaper stories recently
told of a movie star planning a
seventh wedding, and the ac-
companying photograph showed
the prospective bride and groom
all smiles. While divorce ap-
pears to be used as a form of ad-
vertising by a few in this proles-
skit divorce is, even for these
people, no bed of roses.
With all due respect to the
legal profeaeon, it is the only
gainer in our growing divorce
rates About one million divorces
a year take place in the United
States, with slightly more than
one-third of all marriages end-
ing in this manner.
While divorce may be an es-
sential solution to certain family
problems, such action results in
a crisis situation, the effects of
which often severely involve all
concerned and may not be fully
appreciated.
Some of the results of divorce
on the entire family were
studied by E. Mavis
Hetherington and associates of
the University of Virginia (96
white, middle-class families par-
ticipated for two years) and re-
ported at a meeting of the Amer-
ican Psychological Association.
A summary was presented re-
cently in Science News and in-
cludes the following observa-
tions
-- Mothers had custody of the
children (Such happens in 90 per
cent of the cases involving
children.)
-- A "chaotic life style" often
followed with disruption of the
home. Prominent were problems
oloKortig -and oetlpipArige,
-- Eating was more likely to be
done at irregular hours.
Bedtimes were erratic, and
children were more likely to be
late for school.
Early after divorce, men
and women were often pleased
with a sense of freedom, but it
was usually replaced later by
depression, anxiety or apathy.
-- The first year following
divorce, men and women
showed a decline in their feeling
of compelence.
-- Frequency of sexual inter-
course was lower for divorced
parents than for married cou-
ples at two months, higner at one
Year for males, and about the
same frequency at two years. By
the end of the first year. both
men and women, especially the
latter, expressed a need for in-
timacy and a lack of satisfaction
in casual sexual encounters.
- After one year, 29 of the
fathers and 35 of the mpthers,
considering the stress of diYorce.
believed that they should have
tried harder to resolve theu
differences. By the end of the
second year, fewer felt this way
-- During the two years follow-
ing divorce. Poor Parenting on
the part of the divorced parents
was apparent. Mothers had
more trouble controlling their
children, nagged, and COMMUI11-
cited poorly. Fathers were more
permissive.
Intact homes may be filled
with millet, but divorce is no
simple solution.
"We did not encounter a vic-
timless divorce," reported
Hetheringtat He concludes that
"it is important that parents and
children be realistically pre-
pared for problems associated
with divorce ... "It can be tough
for all concerned.
Q. Ms P.M. wonders if her
sister, who occasionally passes
out from attacks of hyperventila-
tion, can die from the over-
breathing.
Hyperventilation is a sell
limiting disease. When she loses
consciousness, her respiration
returns to normal as during
sleep. Some danger could come
from striking her head when she
falls. It would be wise for her to
see her physician so that he can
be sure of the diagnosis and sug-
gest treatment to prevent such
epee),"
Q ter. IA. wants to know how
common it rheumatism in our
population.
A. Rheumatism (arthritis) is
one of our most widespread ail-
ments- Authorities estimate that-
one American in about every
five has some signs or symptoms
of this disease -- about 50 million
of our citizens. It deserves more
research attention in the hope o(_
some prevention and lessening
of pain and disability.
4-MISS YOUR PAPER?
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copy .4Th. Murray Ledger &
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Add years to the life of
carpet' Rent a Steamex It s at,
simple to use as a vacuum SIX
power jets loosen and tuft out
harmful ground-in dirt that cuts
carpet life short
Cleans 400 sq ft per houri-or
more Gives professional results
Dries quickly'
Call for name of rental location
44 .
nearest you Call now—and save
two bucks'




• $.2 Her e $.2 Ili OFF 
the rental pr,.- 
ID
•
For dealer nearest you call i
• Dealers: Iowa lasedry & Casson, 685 Alain St., Aternry, Ay., •
• phase 753-2553; Mese, Iii Air floppies Coss, Memos, Ap., •
/hoes 753-8311. •
•









• carpet cleaner •• •
• . * •






FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
Kentucky Department of
Commerce has developed a
do-it-yourself tax guide for
manufacturing companies





tatives to figure all state and
local taxes their company
would have to pay if they
located in Kentucky.
"To my knowledge, no other
state publishes this type of
assistance to manufacturers,"
said Ronald N. Morgan, who
-prepared the booklet. Morgan
is assistant director of the
Division of Research and
Planning in the Department of
Cbtrunerce.
• "With this guide a company
representative can compute
all state and local taxes
payable by a manufacturing
firm at any location in the
state, whether he's a tax
expert or not.
"There is no need for tax
expertise because we stress
simplicity in this handbook.
However, the booklet is
complete in that it provides a
step-by-step guide on each
type' of state-and Teal tax a
corporation would pay in
Kentucky," Morgan ex-
plained.
The handbook, which took
Morgan about a month to
compile, is divided into three
color-coded sections to
provide for multi-state cor-
porations with branch
operations in Kentucky, for
corporations with all
operations in Kentucky and an
appendix that contains tables
of local tax rates that can be
applied to either set of com-
putations.
The booklet, entitled "A Do-
It-yourself Guide for
Etlimating State and Local
Taxes Payable by a Kentucky
Manufacturing Operation," is
available from Ronald W.
Morgan, Kentucky Departr
ment of Commerce, 23rd
Floor, Capital Plaza Tower,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601, or by
calling him at 502-564-4886.
LARGE PALMING
DALLAS, Tex. i AP — South-
ern Methodist University says
it recently added a painting by
the 17th-century Spanish artist,
Claudio Coello, to its Meadows
Museum collection.
The 86-by-61-inch picture is
known by two titles, "St. Cath,--
erine Doniinating- the Emperor
'Maxentius" or "Christianity
Triumphing Over Paganism."
)1' th't el 101 -11  rottort.t ft Pt ft )1' tt )41- -91 fret tr
Christmas Suggestions
From Murray Supply Co., Inc.
Specials for Christmas
REMINGTON.
wan APTIELPIT 8 Giving
Electric Chain Saw
•Lowest Priced, Lightest Weight
Electric Chain Sow In The World
Today
•11/4 H. P. Double Insulated Chain Saw
*Cuts Trees Up to 16" Thick
•Perfectly Balanced for Easy Use









Sprocket nose guide •
bar No. -
Low Profile chain No.
Standard package






Total Weight' 412 lbs.
Gude Bar Length - 8"
Motor Rating - 1 ,4 H. P.
Motor Voltage • 115 VAC
Min. Alternator Required' 1500 Watts






• 81/2 lbs. less bar and
chain
• Cuts trees up to 28"
thick









.501 Profile chain No 370LP59
•anctard package
shIpping weight "Cs













• Equipped with wood
gripping sticker
• Proset throttle latch
• Footrest starting brace





























shipping weight 21 lbs











• Pr•-sat throttle latch
• Equipped "nth wood
gripping sticker
• Footnast starting brace
• Full 2 year warranty
• Compression
reillaSe •411ty start
• Fully automatic chain
oiling
• Guest lipetope muffler










Hard nose guide bar No
Low Profile chain No
Standard Pleckag•
shipping weight
















Hard noSe guide bar No MablONL
. ow Profile chain No 370LP44CL
Standard package





63', lb* less bar
and chain
• East, sale starting
• Oudot low tons 1,1w ills,
• Convenient cha,n
spusting screw
• Full 1-Year Wortant.
Cuts trem up lo 24
Nick
Prasat throttle ler n
for easy starting
• Cushioned hand grip




















Check Our Prices Before You Buy
Service after the Sale





• New. pop low tons
muffler
• Pre set throttle talrh
• Footrest starting brace
• FuU 2 year ...wren, y
*Hours: 7:00 to 5:40 Mon. thru Sat. *Free Parking
208 E. Main, Murray, Ky. ' 753-3361
1°I .11 et et et ei et m  AA- et et el et ri
For that difficult gift
selection, call one of
Santa's helpers
PP'
Trina Nicks or Willette Richardson
they'll select, wrap
deliver your package.
Buckingham Ray & Graham Jackson have the perfect
solution to your Christmas sift delirrana..*e hay Santa's.,
staff, Irina Nicks and Willette Richardson, manning the
telephone with our Dial-A-Gift plan. Dial-A-Gift enables you
to contact us and let us do the worrying about that hard to
choose gift. Just call Willette or Trina and they will see that
your gift is selected by one of our experts, wrapped by one of
our specialists and delivered to you in time for you to enjoy
this joyous season. So that you etti see Santa's helpers at
work, Willette and Trina will be stationed in Graham
Jackson's window preparing those sure to please gifts. But if
you are unable to get out to see them, just call 753-SHOP and
their gift selection will bring the holiday season to you. Dial-
A-Gift gives you the chance to shop Murray's two finest
men's stores, Buckingham Ray and Graham Jackson, with
just the touch of the phone. All of Santa's helpers at








FOR THE PARTICULAR MAN
Downtown Murray
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11 Clutches
Rising Costs May Force Congress
To Make Defense Fund Choices
By FRED HOFFMAN
AP Military Writer
WASHINGTON I API -
Steadily rising costs may
force Congress to make "hard
choices" in allocating defense
funds between manpower and
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Among other things, the
GAO report says there are
limits to manpower cost
reductions that can be
achieved by improving ef-
ficiency in the use of defense
personnel. "Larger reductions
can only be achieved by policy
changes affecting strength
and pay levels," it said.
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During his successful
campaign for the presidency,
Carter pledged to cut the
defense budget by $5 billion to
$7 billion, mainly by
eliminating waste, improving
efficiency, and changing some
personnel policies.




A special service of Praise
and Thanksgiving will be
conducted at 10:30 a. m. 'on
Sunday, November 21, at
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
This service will take the
place of any service during the
week so that the members can
attend the Community
Thanksgiving Day Service at
St. Leo's Catholic Church.
The greeters for the service
on Sunday will be Marc and
Mia Hoyer. Mark Mueller will
serve as acolyte and Nancy
Mueller :will be the nursery
attendant. Ferns in the
chancel will be from the
withdrawal of the 42,000 U.S.
ground troops from South
Korea over a four-to five-year
period, but he did not advocate
reducing the size of the Army.
He has said nothing about
ctitting the pay of the Defense
Department's 2.1 million
military personnel and one
million civilian employees.
In the report sent to
Congress after the Nov. 2
election, the GAO cautioned
that -changing national
military policies or lowering
pay levels would be con-
troversial and should not be
undertaken without careful
study."
GAO analysts noted that
personnel costs have absorbed
an increasing share of the
Pentagon's resources since
1964 and now eat up well over
half the defense budget.
"Meanwhile, costs of
weapons have rapidly risen,
causing serious concern that
the country may not be able to
afford enough of the weapons
needed for its defense," the
report said.
"If the budget is to be
restrained, the Congress will
be confronted with hard
wedding of Kathy glanchard "ehoiees alinealing funds
and Doug Goodman, ac-
cording to Robert A.
Brockhoff, pastor.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
354.4, no change.
Below dam 302.3, down 0.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.5,
up 0.1.
Below dam 305.0, down 0.5.
Sunset 4:45. Sunrise 6:40.
between manpower and
weapons systems."
The report cited figures
showing that payroll and other
personnel costs account for
about 53 per cent of the $99.6
billion projected for defense
spending this year. A dozen
years ago, personnel costs
absorbed about 44 per cent of a


















THOUGHT I COV2 EARN
SOME ,140NE FOR CARi5TI4A5
Er'i RAKVNG LEAVES BUT
NO ONE ukuo HIRE .%4E
oS





,F SOLD THE RAKE,
.CU COUL7 AT LEAST
E3.JY ME SOMETHING!











-HER SPE'c Lc5E A FiGHT WITH A CROCK4:_itl_s_'
50M5 pAyrr- T Dav'T WORRY- I F1\
LJM (1.15TAS C500c
2





Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays;*.
Open Tuesday-Friday,















Poison Control .  753-7588
Senior Citizens . . 753-0929
Needline  753-NEED










requested to check the





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE-
LY SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOT/FY US PROM-









































venturer, z ton pick-
up, 318 motor,
automatic transmis-





















CARS- WINDOWS • CANS
LAWN MOWERS • GRILLS
BUILDINGS
IT SPRAYS...
















WE CAN MAKE COPIES
of your color portrait in
any sizes you wish. Very
little cost to you. Art-













DELTA SIGMA PHI Arts
and Crafts Festival,
December 7, 8. 9 a.m..7
p.m. Student Center.
Call 753-9135 for in-
formation. "
HEY! Have you seen
what, Gerald Waldrop's
selling? He's branching
out. He now has baby





1970 Ford 8 cylinder,
34 ton, pick-up, 4
speed transmission,
picks a good load,









WHAT WE DO best is
care. Needline, 753-6333.
5 Lost And Found
LOST BLACK AND TAN
German Shepherd,
Penny vicinity. Wedding




IF YOU ARE 18 or older,
have at least a high
school education, and
would love to become a
tanker, you might make
our team. For in-
formation call Mike
Mitchell 753-7753 8:00 a.
m.-5:00 p. m. National
Guard Belongs.
WANTED ELDERLY
lady to live in my home.
$225.00 per month. Call
527-9073 or 753-5394.
SOMEONE TO stay with
elderly lady, days. Full
or part time. Must have
own transportation. If
interested call 753-278L
PART TIME car hostess
for nights. Apply in
person. K and N
Rootbeer, 4th and
Sycamore.
NEED FOUR MEN or
women for sales and
service. $175 per week
plus commission, plus
fringe benefits. Call Mr.





women to work with
TV Service at Murray
Calloway Hospital. 4-5




meeting public, no lif-
ting or TV repair.
Reply to Box 32G. Do
NOT contact Hospital.






resume to P.O. Box 32H.
WANTED OP-
TOMETRIC assistant.
Will train. Should be a
wearer of soft contacs.
Prefer female. Must be




S.W. Ky. and N. W.
Tenn.
Guaranteed weekly



























You must have a
successful work or self
employment history.
Sales background op-
























forms, etc. Can read
blue prints. Call 753-
9284.
14 Win' T,
WE BUY YOUR used
mobile homes. Saddle
and Spur, Paducah, Ky.






tracks of timber. Will
give top price. Call 1-365-
3781 or 1-365-5011 after 5
p. m.
WANT TO BUY one acre
or less of land. Phone
4374291.
15. Articles Fot Sale
GREEN COUCH and
matching chair. Also
1970 Ford. Call 753-8399.












SALE - Chain Saw
chains, Ni" or 404 pitch
enough for 12" bar,






worth $20,000. Will sell in




$15 and up. Will make
excellent gifts. Will also




Never been used. $275.
Call 753-3206.
NEW KING wood burning
stove. Has automatic
thermostat control with
fire brick will burn 23"
log. Call 753-1654.
BEDROOM ensemble for "-
twin bed in Indian
Brown. Braided rug, 30
x 54, red, white, and
blue. Boston rocker in
walnut finish. Call 753-
8847 after 8 p. m.
1971 JEEP PICKUP
truck, V-8,,3- speed, 4
wheel drive. $1200. Call
443472g.
FOR SALE
Two 0-I04 mikes with
tweet birds, Si, MA
One Drake 2000W
We One Demco 500
W UNA One Century
mobile' 1175.1111; One
Siltronix 90 VFO No 5-
$21111.111111; One Allied
26 565 to 27 305 $611*-
One Ssmbo SSB rm.*
One Mottco Fret counter
$1511.11 200 ft RG8U
foam $511.011; One 4
element beams Mit
One 50 ft tower $WIM
One Horn 2 rotor $154.111
One Super mog U1.11114-
One Allied OX
Four 6 V Batteries-
S116.81; One 10 ft radio
cabinet $15111.Mk One 8 h
p rotor tiller MIMI One
71 Pontiac 2 door hard-
top $1111411.1111; One 64
Dodge pickup $111111.111114
G M Compressors Oa.,
525* Freon-case $111.15.
Call 474-2748 or 474-
88411.
BE GENTLE, be kind, to
that expensive carpet,
clean with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric sham-
pooer. Big K, Bel Aire
Shopping Center.
•





















































































FOR SALE - Sears dish-
washer, excellent














electric, like new. Call





washer, odd chairs and
tables, china cabinet
and dining table. Call
489-2752.
17 Vacuum Cleaners










and Service, 500 Maple





FOR SALE D6 Caterpiller
diesel. Looks good, runs
good and is good. Asking
$4300.00. Call 901-642-
4798.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.





ONE ROW New Idea corn







25% discount on grain
bins. Free interest on





t.ra(tor, 12 ft. Inter-
--national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 395-
7463.




miles. $55.00. Call 435-
4391.
14' ALUMINUM Starcraft
fishing boat with trailer




NEW AND USED organs,
Piano, special sale.




PIANO LESSONS. I will
give adult and-or school
age persons piano
lessons. I've a Bachelor
of Music Education
Degree from Murray
State University. I have
taught piano and-or
organ lessons for the













WILL SELL OR TRADE
cabinet stereo with tape
player and radio. For a
good used piano, good
condition. Call 436-2516.
JERRY AND BETTY lost
their jobs, and now have
lost stereo. Take up
monthly payment of
only $14.44 a month on
their beautiful
Magnovox stereo. J and
B Music, 753-7575.
SALE - FIREPLACE
. enclosures with glass




SALE - TIMEX wat-




made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paduc ,
Phone 1-443-7323
HAVE 8 x 10 color
po alt quickly copied.
y size, any quantity.
Super discount prices.
Artcraft, 118 South 12,
753-0035.
26 TV Radio







One was $109.00 Now $591Y




TWO GRAIN FED beef
IrinrwirrirrynnimirminnraSo. 12th St errra calves for sale. Call 437-.
4733 or 753-0676.
26 TV Rad,o
WV ROBYN 23, CB with 2
trunk mount antennas.
Call 753-5582.





NEW HIGH GAIN CB still
in case. $95. Call 753-
4445.
21 Mobile Home Siles




After 5:30, call 753-0093.





1971 TOWN HOUSE, 12 x
72, living room, den with
a bar, 2 bedrooms, bath




1973 12 x IS mobile home.
Two bedrooms, gas.
$5,500. Call 7531185.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
14 x 70, 3 BEDROOM,




mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
30 Business Rentals
FOR RENT - Business
building. Best location.
4th and Sycamore
Street. Two floors plus 2
bedroom apartment.
Carpeted. Over 5,500 sq.
ft. Call 522-8469 or
inquire at Woods
Florist.

















furnished. Gas heat. On
94 East. Couples
preferred. Call 753-7671.
36 For Rent Or lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
FOR LEASE - Building,





From 6 1o21 months old.
Also c-ows and calves.






Terrier, 8 weeks old.
Wormed, healthy, ready
to play. Call 753-7459.







sired male at stud. Call
435-4481.
"NW HALF DOLLAR YOU 1O5SE7 TO
DECIDE WHO TO VOTE FOR- WRAT






and wormed. Will hold









weeks old. One Tiny Toy
Poodle, 3'2 months old.





and Mack in Aurora.







and clothing, clothing of
all sizes. Will be can-
celled in case of rain.
43 Real Estate
ROBERTS REALTY -
your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in
your property.
Badr4m, cum lartli ea 4
peens land south ef Barmy.
IA Acre fena, 40 win it
cultivation. Gee/ building
spits. Maar Pottert•wa.
I Acre mid 3 bedroom Immo
has garage, stock berm, good
garden neer Prieattskip Der-
ck.
011y $10,000 4 lure wooded
lel awn city Inuits ea west
side of Alarm, druid, has
well and 'Metric service.
1510 Story - care nice 4
bedroom beam witli two
fireplaces, fennel diming room
mod 3 befits. Call for adoktonal
infonnatiors or appointment.
flee of kind!
Very minus 21. r. home with
its., finsploce, priced in the
iow 20's.
N... Piss Inconel
Nice 3 I. r. frame beam, eh%








REALTY, 711 Main.' We
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact Kopperud
Realty- 753-1222. Also if
.ycitt have been wanting
to purchase acreage,
contact us for an update
on properties listed for
sale in Calloway County.
We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a
complete range of Real
Estate -Service. Phone
us today.
FOR ALL YOUR in-





FOR SALE - 80 acres,
house, five miler East of
Hardin. Near lake. '
Terms. Call 1-313-292-
7180.
43 Rt di 
75. ACRE tract near
Kentucky Lake. This







Brick 2 -bedroom home
with fireplace, central
electric heat and air,




phone us at KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222, for more in-
formation on this choice
property.







Seven acres 9 miles East
on Highway 94, nice
building spot. Old frame
house. Only $14,500. 1/2
acres. Good well. Ideal




93 ACRE M Ica ted in
sou est part of county
th a new two bedroom
home. About 30-35 acres
of cropland, 25 acres of
timber and some land
that could be prepared
and put into ,cropland.
Farm could also be used








ESTATE, 105 N. 12th
Street is a 'progressive
ie-arestate firm offering
professional and ethical
service. Call one of our
qualified, experienced




Noon till 5:00 p. m. New
three bedroom, 11/2 bath,
built-in kitchen, central
heat and cooling. City
water and sewer. For
information call Bob
Perrin, 753-3509. Claude





new, 3 bedroom, brick
with 2 ' baths, family
room. Has lovely
cabinets,' all built-ins,
central gas heat and
central air. Lovely
carpet throughout. Wide
lot in city school district.
Great neighborhood and
a great buy. In mid 40's.
-Guy Spann Realty, 901
Sycamore, 753-7724.
A ONE BEDROOM home
on Ky. 121 at Coldwater.
House is on a large lot
that could be used for
not only for living
purposes but also
possibly for a business.
The interior of the house
is in good condition. The
outside needs some
work. The lot is worth
the full price of the listed
price. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505




SHOP 12'x44' on 1 acre lot
heated and air com-
pressor. Call 753-7370.
46 Humes for Sale
BY OWNER: 7 room
house with carport and
garage, brick and rock
exterior on 514 acres
with 600' Highway
frontage) 4 miles north
of Murray on Highway
641. Three bedrooms,
1,02 bath, full basement
with kitchen, gas central
heat and air, 40' x 60'
body shop. Price $60,000.
Call 753-5618.
THREE BEDROOM
ranch style home. Three






first good offer. Call
after 5 p.m. 753-4823.
SIX ROOM frame house
with 2 acres at Almo.
Phone 753-7494 day, 753-
9378 or 753-7268 evening._ .
REDUCED to $28,500.





1974 YAMAHA 125 MX.
Good condition. Call 753-
6831 or 753-6057.
1974 YAMAHA 360
Enduro, trail bike. Also
4 h. p. air compressor,
late :new. Call 489-2275
-after 5 p.m.
1975 YAMAHA DT-400.
For street or dirt. Like
brand new. $900. Call
753-7891.
1976 125 Y ;11. 1976 125
Ya Enduro, 100
es, $550. Will hold
until Christmas with
down payment. Call 753-
7728.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1972 LIL' HUSTLER
pickup, mag wheels, air
condition, topper. Call
436-2174.
1973 CJ-5 Renegade jeep.
Mag type chrome
wheels. Remington wide
grooved tires. A-1. $3650.
Call between 10 a. m.
and 10 p. m. 436-2590.
JEEP 1969 CJ5, 4 wheel
drive. Good condition.
5,1„650'. Call 753-5532.
GAS SAVER, 1974 Pinto
station wagon.




1971 PINTO, blue with
white. Starsky-Hutch
stripe, low mileage.








dows, air condition T-




van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
, appreciate. (call- 492-
8441.
1971 LTD Brougham. 9
pass. station wagon.
Double power and air
Factory-AM radio and
stereo tape deck. -56,000
Actual miles. 81300.00,
Phone 354-6217.
1974 V. W. Super Beetle,
50,000 miles. 61700. Call
753-3185. . a
1976 WHITE Trans Am,
blue interior, air, tape.
and tilt wheel. Low
mileage. Extra nice.
Phone 753-5373.




49 tl,ed Cars & Truths







$1250. Can be seen at 506
N. 4th. Call 753-0165
after 6, 753-0574.
1973 GRAND TOFtINO
wagon. Extra nice. Call
489-2266.
1976 BLACK TRANS
AM 6400 actual miles,
loaded. Can be seen at
Bunny Bread during day
or call 753-5909 after 5 p.
m.
1974 COUGAR XR-7, less
than 21,000 actual miles.
Sun roof, AM-PM tape
player mag wheels. Call
489-2563 after Sp. ni.
190i PONTIAC Bon-












home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing





doors, paver tile and






by -Sears save on these
high heat and cooling









1972 DATSUN pickup. 436-2505.
Celery color. Excellent
condition. Call 753-5561.




actual miles. Phone 492-
8586.
1970 RENAULT, 16 sedan
wagon. $900. Call 753-
4710.
1969 PONTIAC Tempest,
all power and air.
Excellent condition.
$500. Call 753-6291.
1974 V. W., 8 track tape
player. .4,000 miles.
Excellent condition. Call
753-3500 after 5 p. m.
1974 ONE TON Ford
Wrecker. 16,000 Miles.
Air, condition. Power
brakes. 440 homes with
dollies and air tank. Call
527-9502 Benton, Ky.




luggage rack. 304. cubic
inch. V-8. $2495. Call 436-






clean rugs of all kinds.









hour or job. ,Free
,tna e . Call 753-634;





WHY PANT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and
trim on your house. Also
awnings and carports.
Call 753-1873.
DOZER WORK - small




order. Also split rail
fences. Will deliver. Call
evenings 901-247-5569.
WILL DO inside or out-








struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah,' Ky.
42001. Phone day . or,
night 442-7026.
PAINTING, EXTERIOR
and interior, new and









Three bull dozers to
serve you. Free
estimate. Call Steven
Alexander at 753-1959 or
L. W. Lyons 474-2264.
CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining. •'
Call 753-8090.
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water




copied at very low cot
in all sizes. Arteraft, 118
South 12th, 753-0035.
GLASS REPAIR WORK
for storm- windows and
doors, Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass





and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.













ficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
.White, 753-0605.
WILL DO any kind of
hauling, also garbage
pickup in county. Call
753-5768 8 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. Afternoons call





Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
T_Uktr. _ALM-2AX




bank gravel. Call 436-
2306,






Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street, next to Drive-In
Theatre.
WOULD LIKE to do
babysitting in My home
























TEN WEEK OLD male
puppy white with long
hair and his one black
ear. Very gentle and
friendly. Call 753-0804.
We have many things to be thankful for
during this Bicentennial era The most
cherished of our notion s blessings
freedom has given Americans the right too
life rich in liberty iustice happiness
South 9oh
Thornton Tile
& Marble 753 5719
AVON
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Sam Boyd Dies At
hospital; Funeral
Being Held Today
Services for Sam Boyd, 89,
will be conducted today at 1:30
p. m. at Byrn Funeral Chapel,
Mayfield, with Rev. Tommy
Grubbs and Rev. Glen Terry
officiating.




Mr. Boyd died Thursday at
10:30 a. m. at his residence at
Sedalia Rt. 1.
He is survived by four
daughters, Mrs. Paul Ray,
Mayfield, Mrs. Thelma
Wilson, Lynnville, Mrs.
Lorttta Windsor, Lynn Grove,
Mrs. Sam Perry, Lynnville;
three sons, Marvin Boyd and
Hue Boyd, both of Lynnville,
and James Boyd, Mayfield; 22




H. C. Waldrop, father of
Mrs. William Waldrop
Farless, died in the Com-
munity' Hospital in Mayfield
Friday at five p. m.
Waldrop was born in
Murray but has lived, in
Mayfield for several years. He
was in the insurance and real
estate business and was
mayor of Mayfield for two
terms.
Mr. Waldrop is survived by
the widow, Mrs. Lexie
Waldrop; four daughters,
Mrs. Farless of Murray; Mrs.
Bill ( Janet) Street, Pitt,
sburgh; Mrs. Charles it'Uth
Helen) Williams, Paducah;
and Mrs. Tip ( Vivian ) Reed,
Mayfield; three sisters, Mrs.
A. M. tEfiva ) Alexander and
Mrs: Ralph (Elizabeth)
Holcomb, Murray, and Mrs.
Wade ( Ruby) Davis,
Paducah; a brother, H. T.
Waldrop, Murray; a sister-in-
law, Mrs. Wesley Waldrop,
Murray; two grandchildren in
Murray, Frank and Ginger
Gilliam; and others
throughout the country.
The Byrn Funeral Home in
Mayfield is in charge of
funeral arrangements and the
time of the funeral will be
announced later.
The largest lake in North
America is Lake Superior,
which is 31,820 square miles in
Bro. Sam Byler To Speak
At Memorial Baptist Church
Bro. Sam Byler, who served-
as pastor of the Memorial
Baptist Church, Murray, in
the early 1950s, will be the
speaker at the Memorial
Church on Monday, November '
22, at seven p. m.
The former pastor will give
a summary report of his work
with the Home Mission Board
in Indiana, Pennsylvania, and
India since moving from
Murray in 1954. This special
mission report should be of
interest to each one, said Rev.
Jerrell White, pastor of the
church, who invites the public
to attend.
The teachers and officers of
the Sunday School will meet
Monday at six p. m. at the
church.
Rev. White ' will be the
speaker at both the 10:50 a. m.
and seven p. m. services on
Bro. John Dale will speak on
the subject, "Did Not Our
Heart Burn Within Us?" at the
8:30 and 10:40 a. m. and six p.
m. services on Sunday
November 21, at the Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ.
The morning scripture from
Luke 24:32 will be read by
Steve Gough at the early
service. _Ray Karraker will
make the announcements,
Alan Jones will direct the song
service, ant'Oene Karraker
and Jerry Humphreys will
leadin'prayers. -
Walter Conner will read the
scripture at the 10:40 serlice
with Earl Nanny to make the
announcements, Jerry Bolls to
direct the song service, and
Stafford Curd and Amos Hill
leading in prayers.
At the evening service Mike
Gough will read the scripture
from II Corinthians 9:2 with
prayers to be led by Tommy
Carraway and Leon Adams.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Willard Alls
and James Harris at 8:30 and
Ewin Dick and Aubrey Hat-
cher at 10:40. Kerry Gillihan,
Roy Harmon, James Lamb,
and Nelson Murdock will
serve on the Extension
Department.
Tressa Brewer will be the
teen nursery helper for
Sunday.










welcome - limit:5 subjects in
groups
We guarantee these beautiful
portraits will please anyone on
your Christmas list' Our spec at
2 pose, 5 x 7 and wallet offer
makes a perfect gift for the
grandparents, Dad, or out of
town friends and relatives. Plus,
We')) give quick delivery so you'll
have your portraits in time for
the holidays.






Sunday, November 21, at the
church. His mornkg subject
will be "Being Measured By
The Lord" with the scripture
from II Corinthians 10, and the
evening subject will be
"Paul's Thorn In The Flesh
and Yours" with scripture
from 11 Corinthains 12:1-10.
The Sanctuary Choir,
directed by Rev. Ron Ham-
pton with Margaret Wilkins as
organist and Dianne Dixon as
pianist, will sing "Create In
Me A Clean Heart" at the
morning service. Coffield
Vance, deacon of the week,
will assist in the service.
At the evening service,
special music will be by the
Children's Choir. The or-
dinance of baptism will be
observed at the evening
service.
Church School, Elbert
Thomason, director, will be at
9:40 a. m. and Church
Training, Richard Newcom,
director, at six p. m. on
Sunday. Jim Guard will be
speaker at Church Training.
Thanksgiving prayer
meeting will be held Wed-
nesday at seven p. m. at the
church, along with Mission
Friends, GAs, RA's, and youth
meeting. Sanctuary Choir




Dr. Bill Whittaker, pastor of
the First Baptist Church,
South Fourth Street, Murray,
will speak at both the 10:45 a.
m. and seven p. m. worship
services on Sunday,
November 21 „at the church.
"A' Thanksgiving Recipe"




Billington, deacon of the Iareek,
will assist in the services..
Special music will be by tie
Adult Choir, directed by Mrs.
John Bowker, and a solo,
"Statue of Liberty" by Mrs.
Gil Mathis. Mrs. Bowker will
be organist and Mrs. G. 4:
Knight will be pianist. Dr. Ray
Moore will direct the
congregational singing.
The evening sermon topic
will be "Gentle Rain From
Heaven" with scripture from
Matthew 5:8. Special music
will be by the Ladies
-Ensemble singing -Bless This
House" and a solo by Jim
Patton.
Taking the offering on
Sunday will be Mancil Vinson,
Bob Billington, Theron Riley,
Jim Rudolph, Lloyd Boyd, Joe
Pat Ward, and Howard Giles,
Jr.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a. m.
(Continued from Page 11
over the last four months. The
slowdown was apparently a
key factor in what ad-
ministration economists are
calling a pause in the recovery
from the recession.
The surge in business
spending may help counteract
that slowdown.
Durable goods include
anything with a life ex-
pectancy of three years or
more. October's increase was
estimated at $1.4 billion, or
three per cent, pushing new
orders to a level of $48.04
billion.
The -biggest chunk of the
increase was on the business
side, where manufacturers of
the capital goods used to
produce other goods were up
$1.7 billion.
Traditionally, when
business approaches the limit
of its capacity to produce
goods, it begins spending
more rapidly on expansion,
and that generates new jobs in
both the industry doing the




- Holy Communion will be
Celebrated by St. John's
Episcopal Church, Main and
Broach Streets, Murray, on
Sunday, November 21, vith
Rev. Stephen Davenport in
charge of the services.
Ray Rodden will serve as
acolyte.
Church School and Con-
firmation Class will be held at
eleven a. m. Sunday.
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -
Patricia Hearst, her high-rise
prison traded for an elegant
Nob Hill apartment where
armed guards protect her, is
home today in the custody of
the parents she once
denounced.
She was freed — with her
activities restricted by court
order — on a total of $1.5
million bail Friday, pending
appeal of her conviction for
bank robbery.
Miss Hearst, who was
kidnaped 33 months ago by
radical terrorists, had been in
custody since she was cap-
tured Sept. 18, 1975, a
frightened rebel in dyed red
hair, T-shirt, blue jeans and
handcuffs.
On Friday, speaking briefly
to reporters, she was a smiling
and fashionable — though
nervous — young woman in.,
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
S. M. Martin, a veteran of the
Spanish American War,
refused to let old age slow him
down.
Until he died late Thursday
in an auto accident, Martin
was "spry and articulate, able
to get around like anybody,"
even at the age of 101, his
second wife, Ruth, said
Friday.
Funeral services were
planned today for Martin, who
served in the Philippines from
1901 until 1904 after the
Spanish-American conflict
and also saw action in the
Boxier Rebellion.
A renowned public speaker.
'former town marshal, mayor
and . businessman, Martin
lived in-Lyon County all his
life. Disgtiste,d with the way
local law enforcement was
handled, he ran for, sheriff
three years ago at the e cf
98.
His wife, who is 73, sa,d "he
thought we, needed some good
men in there."'
Martin was elected town
marshal of Eddyville in 1906,
and in the 1920s was a )udge.
Later he served as mayor,
then as a school board
member.
When his hometown was
threatened with inundation in
the 1950s by plans to build a
dam that would flood the area,
he organized opposition,
leading a contingent of irate
citizens to Washington.
He lost that battle, but
helped establish the town
again near the lake that
displaced it:
When he died. Martin was
national chaplain of the
United States American 'War
Veterans Association. ac-
cording to Mrs. Pearl Booth, a
71-year-old daughter. •
Mrs. Martin said she knew
her husband her entire life.
"I went to school with his
two brothers," she said. -but
after his wife died he needed
somebody. We just matched
lipstick and nail polish and a
silk blouse, her hair once
again its natural brown.
''It would be a lot better if I
were home right now," she
told the reporters. "I'd like to
get this over with so I can go
home."
She was reunited with her
parents at the Federal
Building, and her mother,
Catherine, said, "All my
prayers are answered."
Later her father, San
Francisco Examiner
President Randolph A.
Hearst, added: "Of course, we
are very pleased. We are
going to have dinner here in
our apartment. She's out and
we're all together and very
happy."
These were the parents who,
more than two years ago, the
newspaper heiress had
rejected as "Pig Hearsts."
up with one another. It was
wonderful. He was a won-
derful man."
She said he became
religious 75 years ago while
serving in the Philippines and
-that's why he said he lived so
long."
Several years ago, he used
his life's sayings of $30,000 to
construct a non-
denominational tabernacle.
He said he built it with
proceeds from war bonds he
purchased during World War
He spoke at a religious
service last weekend, and was
to have preached again on
Sunday, his daughter said.
Martin and his wife fulfilled
life-long dream last year
when they traveled to Israel.
"He'd been putting things
together and planning lately,"
she said. "I believe he had a
warning of this."
Menus for the lunchrooms at
the Murray City Schools for
Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday, November
have been released bs I llInda
Jeffrey, food services
chairman. School will be
dismissed on Thursday and „-
Friday due to Thanksgiving,,
The menus are as follows:
MURRAY HIGH - -- Monday
- hot dog and cookie;
Tuesday — pizza and donut;
Wednesday - turkey and
dressing, creamed potatoes,
green peas, cranberry sauce,
rolls, butter, and jelly.
MURRAY MIDDLE -11,
Monday — bar-b-que beef
sandwich, potato chips, carrot
sticks, and apple:" Tuesday
pizza, whole kernel torn, fruit
gelatin, and cookie; Wed-
nesday — turkey and
dressing, green peas, cran-
berry sauce, rolls, butter, and
jelly.
CARTER AND . ROBER-
TSON — Monday — hot dog,
creamed potatoes, peaches,
and cookie; Tuesday _
balogna sandwich, potato
chips, pork and beans, and
orange half; Wednesday __
turkey and dressing, green
peas, cranberry sauce, rolls,
butter, and jelly.
Eventually, they parted with
millions — negotiating with
terrorists, paying for lawyers,
putting up bail — to get her
somemeasure of freedom.
Now 22, Miss Hearst was
kidnaped by members of the
radical Symbionese
Liberation Army on Feb. 4,
1974. Her parents first tried to
free her by setting up a free-
food program for the poor, but
she joined her captors,
renounced her family, took
part in the bank robbery here,
and hid out until captured.
After she was convicted last
March 20, U.S. District Judge
William H. Orrick sentenced
her to seven years in prison.
On Friday, he granted $1
million bail pending appeal —
and required her father to
deposit 10 per cent of the total,
or $100,000. The Hearsts had
already posted $500,000 bond
on state charges of robbery,
assault and kidnaping in
connection with a shooting
incident at a sporting goods
store in Los Angeles.
She is to be tried on those
charges Jan. 10 in Los
* Angeles.
"In Treeing -Miss Heafst,
Judge Orrick ordered that she
live with her parents; that she
not leave California without
prior approval of the court;
that she telephone a probation
office in San Fancisco twice a
week; and that she meet a
probation officer at least once
a month.
Since she had been
cooperating with authorities,
Miss Hearst had been
reported afraid for her safety
among other prisoners.
The defense said Monday
that, if freed, she would be
under 24-hour private security
guard -in consultation with
federal officers."
In granting bail, Orrick said
the biggest question was
whether Miss Hearst would be
a flight risk. He said the
conditions of her release "will
reasonably assure that she
will not nee."
Christian Church To Hear Pastor
"Thanksgiving — For
What?" will be the subject of
the sermon by Dr. David C.
Roos, minister of the First
Christian Church, at the 10:45
a. m. services on Sunday,
November 21, at the church,
located on North Fifth and
Walnut Streets.
The choir, directed by
Margaret Porter with Gary
Galloway as organist, will
sing the anthem, "Thanks Be
To God."
Dr. Ron Cella will be the
worship leader and Tracey
Eldridge and Debbie Roos will
be candle lighters. Greeters




H. Tits Worth and le
Underwood. Deacons will
Voris Wells, Jim Boone, Bill
Egnor, Ken Kellar, Dr. Bill
Seale, and Fred Wells.
The flowers on the com-
munion table will be in
memory of F. L. and 0. 0.
Dublin by the family.
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Youth groups will meet at
five p. m. for choir practice, at
5:30 p. m. for supper, and at
six p. m. for meetings. The
Elders will meet at 6:30 p. m.
and the Church Board at seven
p.m. on Sunday.
Dr. James Fisher, minister
of the First United Methodist
Church, will speak at the 8:45
and 10:50 a. m. services on
Sunday, November 21, at the
church.
"God's Gift To the World"
will be the subject of his
sermon.
Eleanor Diuguid will sing a
"The Voice In The
Wild ''ss" at both services.
The Cha Choir, directed
by Paul Sha with Mrs.
Richard Farrell at organ,
will sing the anthem, ill
Give Thanks."
Church School will be held




INTRODUCES A NEW LEVEL OF ELEGANCE
DESIGNED TO BRING NEW LEVELS OF SATISFACTION.
The moist-successful Chrysler ever intro- computer system that allows for better
duced, Chrysler Cordoba comes to you engine performance with more precise
this year with the luxury that sets it apart firing and smooth engine
from all other cars . which includes the warm-ups
optional new Crown r..)of, Stop in and experience
But it also brings to you a revolutiori- Cordoba today, And look
ary engineering feature, the Electronic into buying or leasing a




NOW ON DISPLAY AT YOUR LOCAL
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH DEALER.
Jim Fain Motors
810 Sycamore 753-0632
